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ABSTRACT

Tile purpose of this project was to develop and commercialize a demand defrost controlle, (hat

initiates defrosts of refrigeration systems only when required. The standard method of control

is a time clock that usually defrosts too often, which wastes energy. The controller developed

by this project uses an algorithm based on the temperature difference between the discharge and

return of the display case air curtain along with several time settings to defrost only when
needed.

This controller was field tested in a supermarket where it controlled defrost of the low-

temperature display cases. According to test results the controller could reduce annual energy

consumption by 20,000 and 62,000 kWh for hot gas and electric defrost, respectively.

The controller saves electJ'ic demand as well as energy, is adaptable to ambient air conditions,

and provides valuable savings throughout the year. The savings are greatest for low-

temperature systems that use the most energy.

A less tangible benefit of the demand controller is the improvement in food quality that results
from fewer defrosts.

KEY W()RDS: Defrost, refrigeration, control, supermarket.
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SUMMARY

Frost accumulates in refrigeration systems and must be removed for proper operation. Standard

freezers use timers which m'e typically set to melt the frost that builds up on the most humid

day of the year. This approach wastes energy on less humid days. The PKI demand defrost

controll_:r developed under this project employs an algorithm which uses the temperature

dift_rencc between the disr'_arge and return of a display case air curtain, along with several

time settings, to perform defrosts only when needed. PKI received a patent on this "smart"

control method on February 19, 1991 (U.S. Patent 4,993,233). In 1991 the U.S. Department

of Energy awarded PKI one of 51 national awards for Energy Innovation for the demand
dcfiost control device.

Other "smart" control meth(_ls have not been successfully introduced for three reasons: Freezer

efficiency has not been a primary concern of food handlers or utilities, time clocks are very

reliable and inexpensive, and other demand systems have proven unreliable, too complex, or

too expensive, ltowever, markets are changing. Utilities are being rewarded for saving energy

and a scheduled ban on chloroflorocarbons (CFCs) used in refrigeration will focus foxed

purveyors' attention on efficiency. New rcfiigerants and insulation which do not contain

CFC's are expected t(, require 20% more energy to achieve the same operating temperatures.

PKI's controller has demonstrated a reliable way to detect frost and can be incorporated into

new and existing refrigeration systems at low cost.

This project was a three-phase effort which tested five hardware versions of the controller in

both the laboratory and in an operating supermarket on low and medium temperature rack

refrigeration systems. In the supermarket the low temperature system consisted of three

compresso_ with two satellite compressors refrigerating eight circuits of display case freezers

and four circuits of walk-in freezers all with hot gas defrost. The medium-temperature system

consisted of five compressors refrigerating ten circuits with a combination of hot gas and off-

cycle defrost.

The field tests in the supermarket consisted of many months of approximately two-week

periods of conventional time clock operation followed by two weeks of operation with demand

defrost control. A data acquisition system installed by this project monitored refrigeration rack

and case performance as well as electrical usage to enable comparison between the time clock

and the demand defrost controller.



Commercial freezer cases can be defrosted either by recycling hot compressor gas through the

evaporator coils or by using electric resistance heaters directly in the case. With each mcth_×t,

compressors must cool down the case after the defrost cycle. Reducing the number of defrosts,

lowers the electrical energy consumption both to melt frost and recool the case. In a hot-gas

defrost refrigeration system, PKI's defrost controller on a rack of eight low temperature freezer

cases reduced the number of defrosts from 16 to 5.2 per day. Annualized this would generate a

savings of 20,000 kWh. When electrical defrost is used, an additional 42,000 kWh in electric

heater consumption would be saved for a total of 62,000 kWh. The total value of the savings

per year for the freezer owner at 7.5C/kWh would be $1,500 for hot gas or $4,650 for electric

defrost operation.

Peak demand in compressor racks was also shown to be less when a deferred defrost algorithm

was employed. The reduction ranged from 4 to 6 kW. Test results showed that energy savings

with the algorithm measured 21,690 kWh and 80,049 kWh for hot gas and electric defrost,

respectively.

PKI's control algorithm was used with a leading refrigeration equipment manufacturer's

prototype controller in 1990 showing that it can be adapted to commercially available control

hardware. Although energy savings were less than those seen when a test controller was

employed, this reduced performance can be attributed to the version of the control algorithm

used in the commercial prototype controller. PKI will work closely with licensees

commercializing the product. Further development of a retrofit demand defrost controller will

incorporate additional features appropriate to the refrigeration market consisting of

supermarket, walk-in storage and Morn and Pop stores.



Section I

BACKGROUND AND INTRODUCTION

The development of this demand defrost controller for commercial refrigeration systems has

been a multiyear project sponsored by the New York State Energy Research and Development

Authority (Energy Authority), Central Hudson Gas and Electric Co. (CttG&E), and Empire

State Electric Energy Research Co. (ESEERCO). The purpose of the project was to

demonstrate a cost-effective micro computer-based defrost controller which saved money by

reducing energy consumption and minimizing electric power demand in large refrigeration

systems. This goal was accomplished by Power Kinetics, Inc. and Foster-Miller, Inc. with the

cooperation of Price Chopper, Inc., who provided a supermarket as a demonstration site for

the field test of this system.
!

Refrigeration systems work by compressing a gas which then liquifies in the condenser

releasing heat. The heat required to boil this liquid inside a low-pressure evaporator section is

drawn from the space being ccx)led. Because the coils are c_,!d,moisture in the air circulated

through the coils precipitates and freezes. This frost accumulates and eventually clogs the air

passages, preventing the system from keeping milk cold or food frozen.

The coils must be heated periodically to melt the ice. These defrost cycles are typically

programmed by a clock set to defrost the system more often than would be required under the

worst case frosting conditions. Heat is required to warm the evaporator and melt the ice, and

then more energy is needed to cool everything down again. The process is energy intensive.

The costs of performing defrost cycles too often are obvious, and many people have attempted

to devise mechanisms to detect frost and initiate the melting p_ocess only when necessary.

Many of these attempts have failed in commercial refrigeration systems.

The value of effective defrost controllers will be recognized by managers who are

implementing energy conservation measures. In supermarkets these managers will already be

using energy saving devices such as display cases with doors and possibly hot-gas defrosting

in their refrigeration systems. To save near-term energy, defrost controllers must not only be

incorporated in new systems but retrofit into existing ones. For this to happen users,

manufacturers and installation contractors all have to benefit both financially and competitively

by incorporating the product in stores.
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__ ,_L

SIGNIFI(.._AN('E OF DEFR()ST IN REFRIGERATION

Frost accumulates on the outside of evaporators in display cases and walk-in storage chests

because they must operate well below freezing to keep the circulating air cold. If not removed,

the frost builds up and prevents tile evaporator from maintaining the desired temperature. In

severe situations the ice insulates the evaporator preventing evaporation of the refrigerant,

which damages ttle compressor if it enters it as a liquid.

There are four ways to melt h'ost fl'om evaporators:

° _:__¢!.¢. This method shuts tile refrigeration off allowing the surrounding air

to melt the frost. This technique is generally used when the expected frost build-

up is small and the resulting temperature rise in the case will not damage the

refrigerated product;

_ar_k. Air is drawn through an electric heater and then through the evaporator

which melts the frost. Although the defrost period can be short, electric power

consumption can bc s_gnii'icant, especially in large supermarkets where there are

many refiigerated fixtures that must be defrosted;

• Ai_r_d.¢2_. Certain display-case manufacturers offer an air del_rost which

rc:tirects the case's warm air curtain flow through the evaporator, melting the
frost; and

• l-!_.;__d.c_fro_, ltot gas discharged from the compressors is piped through the

evaporalor which melts the frost. Hot gas defrost is presently employed in

syslcms with multiple lxuallel compressor racks. In these systems, multiple

refiigcration circuits are operated in parallel which allows the heat rejected by the

gr(mp to defrost an individual circuit. Hot-gas defrost is ,he quickest and least

cncr_-y consuming type of defrost, but it is also the most mechanically

cornplicated.

The most c_-3mnaonl'orm of defrost now used for comn,ercial refrigeration is electric. Hot-gas

dcfrost is used exclusively with multiple compressor racks and is normally found in newer

supermarkets where more sophisticated refrigeration equipment has been installed.
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Electric defrosts consume the greatest amount of power since electricity is used to directly melt

the ice and then chilling is required to return the case to the desired operating temperature by

removing the heat introduced into the fixture during defrost. Electric bills which reflect

demand charges in addition to kilowatthours (kWh) show that this method is expensive. Due

to large number of display cases that must be defrosted, defrosts are scheduled around-the-

clock a_d do not avoid peak periods.

When hot-gas defrost is used, energy consumption is greatly reduced since no electric heaters

are employed. The amount of heat added to the case for the defrost is also minimized since the

heat is introduced from inside the frosted tubes, not into the air inside the case. A small

amount of con'tpressor power is required after the defrost to return the temperature of the

evaporator to below freezing.

Energy consumption and power demand associated with defrost depend on the type of defrost

employed. Display cases which use electric defi'ost are usually equipped with defrost heaters

rated at 250 W/ft of display case. A typical supermarket containing 600 to 700 lineal feet of

display cases uses from 150 to 175 kW of defrost heaters divided in perhaps twenty circuits.

All display cases on a circuit are defrosted simultaneously. Due to the large number of circuits

involved and because multiple defrosts are scheduled each day for each circuit, it is not unusual

to have defrosts occurring concurrently for as many as two or three circuits, which results in an

expected power demand for an electric defrost system of 17 to 26 kW. Defrosting each case

circuit 30 minutes three times each day results in an annual power consumption of about
93,000 kWh.

In the case of hot-gas defiost, energy consumption tor defrost is dramatically reduced because

the heat needed to remove frost from the display case evaporator is supplied from other display

case circuits through the refrigeration compressors. While no significant energy is consumed

by the defrost, added compressor power is required immediately tollowing the deti'ost to return

the evaporator to the desired temperature.

The amount of power consumed for this recovery after defrost is variable. An estimate can be

made based on the following assumptions:

• The total installed compressor power for a typical supermarket is approximately

130 hp that is evenly divided into three compressor racks;
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. During the period of recovery from a defrost, an extra 3 to 5 hp of compressor

power is needed to return the defrosted display case circuit to the desircd

operating temperature;

• The duration of the recovery period is approximately 30 minutes; and

o Three defrosts are required each day by each circuit.

With hot-gas defrost the number of circuits defrosting at one time is limited to one per

compressor rack. Due to the large number of circuits involved it is not unusual to find one

circuit defrosting in each rack concurrently. The power demand resulting from hot-gas defrost

recovery would be 12 kW. The resulting annual power consumption would be approximately

13,700 kWh.

The most common method to control and schedule defrosts is a time clock which initiates and

terminates defrosts on a schedule. The number of fixture defrosts conlxolled by the clock

depends on the design of the refrigeration system. Single compressor condensing units

generally use only one case circuit with each condensing unit, and, therefore, only one time

clock. For multiple parallel compressor racks providing refrigeration to as many as 12 or 14

case circuits, a time clock is provided for each rack that schedules all defrosts for circuits

associated with that rack. In some instances, a single time clock handles defrosts for all

refrigerated fixtures. This arrangement is used when the site is equipped with a special control

panel designed to execute all defrosts.

The number of defrosts scheduled for a particular case circuit is detern'tined by recommenda-

tions from the case manufacturer based on operation at ambient conditions of 75°F dry bulb

temperature and 55% RH, considered the highest "allowabletemperature and humidity for case

operation. The actual number of defrosts recommended will vary according to case type and

operating temperature. Fox"example, mulfideck frozen food cases customarily operate with as

many as four defrosts daily, while tub-type frozen food cases require two to three defrosts.

Glass door cases often require as few as one or two defrosts daily. For medium-temperature

eases, the number of defrosts can vary from as few as one per day for tub-type cases, to as

many as three per day for multideck meat or dairy cases.

When the criteria have been established, the number of defrosts are scheduled on the defi-ost

time clock and are executed daily throughout the year. The number does not change and does
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not consider actual ambient conditions. Since the parameters anticipate temperature and

humidity extremes that occur infrequently, many unnecessary defrosts happen because of the

fixed operation of the time clock.

To eliminate unr,_ecessarydefrosts, attempts have been made to develop demand defrost

systems that measure parameters which through use should establish when defrost is required.

Based on these measurements, the defro:qt is initiated. Various types of demand defrost

systems have been tried including:

• Frost sensors. Optically based sensors view the evaporator to detect frost

buildup. When frost reached a preset thickness, the defrost is initiated. Several

sensors of this type have been marketed with limited success primarily because

the sensors triggered unnecessary defrosts and required intensive maintenance.

Because sensors have to be located at the display-case evaporator, replacement of

a failed sensor is very difficult, often requiring removal of refrigerated product

from the case. For this reason, failed sensors have often been replaced with time

clocks;

° Temperature sensors. A demand defrost controller was developed and introduced

by Honeywell. The controller employed two temperature sensors located at the

inlet and outlet of the display case evaporator. Defrost was initiated when the

temperature difference between the two sensors reached a set point. This

controller did not gain wide acceptance because it was prone to triggering defrosts

unnecessarily. Like the frost sensors, the temperature sensors were located at the

display case evaporator, making them difficult to service; and

° Pressure sensors. The change in air pressure through the evaporator as frost

deposited on the surface could signal when defrost was required. The size of this

pressure difference is very small, on the order of hundredths of inches of water

column, which is difficult to measure accurately. The cost of accurate pressure

sensors is prohibitively high which makes them unattractive for defrost control.

Modifications have "alsobeen made to defrost timers to allow them to modify time periods to

some extent anticipating the actual defrost requirement of the display case. One such timer

changes the time between defrosts based on the time required to complete the previous defrost.

In this scheme, the defrost is terminated based on temperature measurement of the discharge air
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curtain or refrigerant evaporator exit temperature, depending on the type of defrost used. The

defrost is terminated when the measured temperature reaches a preset value. The time between

defrosts is then adjusted according to the duration of the last defrost. The time between

defrosts is increased when the defrost duration is shorter or is decreased if the duration is

longer.

Another type of adaptive controller now marketed for defrost control interfaces with a standard

time clock and varies the time between defrosts based on the ambient humidity in the store.

The time between defrosts is increased as the store humidity decreases.

Most of the preceding types of controllers do not attempt to assess defrost requirements on a

particular basis. Unnecessary defrosts may still occur. Also, none considers the effect of

defrost on the electrical peak of the store. No attempt is made to avoid peak demand periods or

provide interface with other energy management equipment so that defrosts can be scheduled to

avoid adding to the total store demand.

CRITERIA FOR A DEMAND DEFROST CONTROLLER

No demand defrost control system has presently gained widespread implementation for several

reasons:

• Demand defrost sensors are unreliable, causing unnecessary defrosts or failing

and not triggering defrost when needed;

• The cost of maintaining demand defrost systems is excessive, often equalling or

exceeding savings. The primary problem has been sensor failure. Since sensors

are often located near the evaporator, replacement of failed sensors often

involves the removal of refrigerated product from the display case, a practice

avoided by most refrigeration repair mechanics. In such instances the common

practice is to place the case circuit in question on a defrost time clock, rather than

replace the failed sensor; and

• The first cost of a demand defrost controller is often significantly higher than a

simple time clock controller. Since the energy savings potential of a demand

defrost systems are somewhat limited, reasonable paybacks for such control

systems are often difficult to achieve.
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To develop a cost-effective demand defrost control system, it is important to address the above

problems when designing the controller. To do this, certain criteria must be met and

incorporated in the basic control algorithm, the controller design, and the hardware selection.

The first criteria for a defrost controller involves the performance and the ability of the

controller to initiate defrost only when absolutely required. In order to do this it is important

that the defrost controller evaluate the refrigeration performa ,:eof the display case in

maintaining the correct operating temperature. The measurements used by the controller must

represent requirements of the display case for refrigeration. The control algorithm must be able

to interpret these measurements properly to avoid unnecessary defrosts. Allowances should

also be made to initiate defrost if a problem such as a sensor failure occurs.

The second criteria that must be met is that the demand defrost controller must be as reliable

and require as little maintenance as a time clock to minimize the cost of operation. Devices

used must deliver repeatable and reliable measurements. It is also important that sensors be

located at positions in the display case to facilitate servicing and replacement.

The third criteria of a demand defrost system is that the controller must be more cost effective

than a simple time clock. Cost effectiveness includes maximizing energy and demand savings

while minimizing first cost. First costs can be minimized by selecting proper hardware and

using advanced manufacturing techniques. Other ways to increase cost effectiveness include

combining the defrost with other control functions, such as case temperature control. The use

of the demand defrost controller in conjunction with an energy management system (EMS)

already installed at the store should also be examined, particularly when sensors and timers

installed for the EMS could be shared by the defrost controlle_.

CItARACTERISTICS OF A DISPLAY CASE WITH FROST BUILD-UP

An important part of this project was characterizing the operation and performance of a display

case as frost accumulated on the evaporator. Establishing this information was essential to plan

the demand defrost control strategy. For this characterization a series of tests were conducted

with a laboratory refrigeration system including a typical display case. The laboratory system

used for these tests will be described later, along with detailed results from the tests.
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Frost accumulating on the evaporator slowly reduced the output of he display case fans. Since

less air passed through the evaporator, there was not enough cold air available to keep the

display case at the desired temperature. This reduction in air flow decreased the refrigeration

provided and led to the breakdown of the display case air curtain, both of which caused the

return air temperature to rise. Therefore as frost accumulated on the evaporator, the discharge

air temperature leaving the evaporator remained constant, while the temperature difference

between the discharge and return air increased.

These same observations were made for several tests suggesting that the behavior of the

discharge and return air temperatures for display cases was repeatable. From this information

it was concluded that the measurement of the temperature difference between the discharge and

return air could be used as an indicator of the defrost requirement for a display case.

PROJECT OVERVIEW

This report describes the work accomplished in the three phases of the project. It will begin

with an overview of the work performed by Phase.

Phase I

Phase I developed a prototype demand defrost controller that was tested on a laboratory-scale

refrigeration system. Sensors were added to the system to provide inputs for both the control

of the system and its monitoring. Control algorithms were developed that proved effective in

determining when a refrigeration circuit needed defrosting. The prototype controller initiated

defrost both according to need and according to minimum and maximum time restraints. Phase

I demonstrated the feasibility of a controller that merited field testing in a functional

supermarket environment in Phase II.

At the end of Phase I, using the defrost controller to also provide temperature control for thei

refrigerated cases was discussed. Since in its operation the controller measures the discharge

air temperature of the case, it establishes if the case is at the right temperature. To act as a

thermostat, the controller would only have to compare the discharge temperature to the target

temperature and turn the solenoid valve on or off providing refrigeration to the case. Since

each case in a circuit has individual temperature controls, the number of temperature inputs and

control outputs must be about five or six times greater than one which controls only defrost
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cycles. To explore this possibility, the prototype controller was redesigned as a field test

controller with the temperature control features.

I

phase II

Phase H was designed as a field test of the controller under usual supermarket operating

conditions. To optimize the test for the participants, the supermarket was to be:

• in New York State;

• in CHG&E ,-,peratingregion;

• near Troy for easy access by Power Kinetics, Inc. (PKI);

• under construction for ease of installation of control and monitoring
equipment; and

• operating long enough so the refrigeration system was thoroughly
tested, debugged, and fully operational.

Some of the desired specifications were somewhat contradictory and unlikely to be met.

However, candidates were quickly narrowed down to a Price Chopper supermarket that was to

be located in a store complex in Newburgh, New York.

The location was both in New York State and in CHG&E territory and only about two hours

away from PKI in Troy. The refrigeration system was being installed at about the right time

for concurrent installation of the demand defrost experiment; however, conditions at the time

did not allow it. Cooperation from Price Chopper did however 'allow for the installation of the

experiment about the time the store opened. The store was not used for the tests until it had

been open a while to insure the refrigeration systems were operating.

The refrigeration system at Newburgh uses an electronic proportioning valve to control the

temperature of each case. Since it does not have solenoid valves on the refrigeration branch

lines to each case, the temperature control option for the field test defrost controller was not

implemented.
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At this site a defrost controller was installed on the low-temperature refrigeration system.

Installing the field test controller was a cooperative effort. Price Chopper provided conduit

access to refrigeration cases that were otherwise inaccessible. An electric contractor and a

refrigeration contractor were required to install the sensor and control wiring throughout the

store and the refrigeration rack-monitoring sensors in the machine room. Foster-Miller, Inc.

(FMI) installed the sensors in the cases and all the data logging, recording and transmitting

equipment, while PKI installed the controller. The installation went smoothly considering the

complexity of the experiment, but it did not proceed without a hitch. The controller was used

alternately with a standard time clock on a two-week basis to control the defrosts of the display

cases.

Phase 1II

Phase i!! was designed to prepare the demand defrost controller for commercialization. Three

ne_.v_:_,_,,pectswere tested including:

• Peak demand reduction;

• Operation on medium temperature refrigeration; and

• Operation of a commercial prototype by Hussmann Corporation.

For peak demand reduction, demand-side management, the control algorithm was modified to

prohibit defi'osts from two selectable time periods each day. The periods of peak electric

demand were identified, and during these times a request for defrosts was deferred in a queue

until after the period lapsed. A scheme for prioritizing these queued defrosts is possible but

was not tested. The demand-shifting algorithm worked as expected.

A second field test controller and associated instrumentation were installed at the test store on

the medium temperature refrigeration system. The tx_tential for energy savings was large due

to the large number of open-type cases used for dairy, deli, and meat products, which typically

u,,+ethree to four defrosts per day. The energy savings per case were less for medium

temperature cases due to the type of defrost systems used in some cases.

Hussmann Corporation, the largest commercial refrigeration equipment manufacturer in the

world, participated in Phase Ill. Under a mutual agreement, Hussmann adapted one of their

refrigeration controllers to implement the algorithrns developed in this project. The Hussmann

commercial prototype did not have the hardware interlace to connect to a refrigeration system,
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but communicated using a proprietary serial bus to an interface installed on the low-temperature

refrigeration system in the test store. The commercial prototype was tested simultaneously

with other tests in this project and performed the same way.

PATENTED TECHNOLOGY

During the course of this project, it became apparent that the technology was novel, effective

and valuable. These qualities were both requirements for and reasons for patenting the

technology. A patent application was developed, submitted and approved. On February 19,

1991, US Patent #4,993,233 entitled "Demand Defrost Controller for Refrigerated Display

Cases" was issued. The patent covers the technologies described in this report.
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Section 2

TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION

LOGIC FOR DEFROST CONTROL

Previous attempts to employ various measurements, such as frost thickness, temperature and

air pressure for defrosting have had marginal success for the following reasons:

• Sensor failure, which can occur occasionally, results in either a failure to initiate

defrost when needed or in triggering unnecessary defrosts;

• Sensor readings are misinterpreted by the controller, initiating unnecessary

defrosts. In one instance, maintenance activity at the display case caused a

sensor reading that mimicked one that signaled for defrosting.

Failure of the defrost control often leads to service calls or spoilage. Many problems incurred

by previous demand defrost controls can be avoided by using simple controller logic:

• Interpret sensor readings to prevent false defrosts, and determine if sensors are

functioning properly; and

• Provide backup, such as a time clock, to the sensors so that defrosts can be

controlled in the event of sensor failure

For these reasons, the following control logic elements were used in conjunction with the

measured temperature difference between the discharge and return air to form the basis for the

demand defrost control algorithm:

• The measured temperature difference must reach the contro! set point and remain

above the set point for a pre-determined number of measurement cycles, so

sudden changes in temperature readings caused by case activity do not trigger

unnecessary defrosts;

• A minimum amount of time must pass since the last defrost of the display case

before another defrost can be initiated as a backup so that unexpected operating
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conditions or sensor failures will not initiate unnecessary defrosts. The

minimum amount of time between defrosts for a particular display case is a set

point for the controller and can be the same as that used by a standard time clock

controller; and

• A maximum time interval is also employed so that if a display case has not

defrosted within this time interval, a defrost is initiated regardless of sensor

readings. This time interval guards against sensor failure which might prevent a

defrost when required. The maximum time interval is also a set point for the

controller.

DEFROST CONTROL ALGORITHM

The control algorithm that determines when defrost is required in a refrigerated display case

uses temperature measurements taken at the outlet of the discharge air curtain and at the inlet of

the air return. The temperature difference is calculated from these two measurements and
I

compared to a set point. If the difference exceeds the set point, a defrost can be initiated if

certain other criteria are met. The temperature difference must exceed the set point for a certain

number of measurement cycles and a minimum amount of time must have elapsed since the last

defrost of that particular display case before a defrost can be initiated. While measurement of

the temperature difference is made, total elapsed time since the last defrost is also compared to a

maximum time setting. If the elapsed time exceeds the maximum time setting, defrost can be

initiated regardless of the value of the temperature difference.

In a hot-gas defrost system only one circuit can be defrosted at a time. _'hecontrol algorithm

allows for this by checking to see if any other circuits are in defrost before initiating a defrost

cycle. If there is another circuit in defrost, the new defrost request is placed in a queue and

waits until the existing defrost is terminated.

The algorithm is begun by the measurement of the discharge and return air temperatures of the

display case. A temperature difference (return - discharge) is then calculated and compared to a

set point for that display case. If the difference is greater than the set point, a counter is

incremented. The counter is then compared to a count set point. If the count does not exceed

the count set point, the control program returns to the start, the temperature measurements are

repeated and the difference is again compared to the set point. This process continues until
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either the count set l:x)int is exceeded or the temperature difference falls below tile difference set

tx_int. In the latter instance the count is reinitialized to zero and the temperature measurement

prc_'ess is repeated, if the count set point is exceeded, defrost is initiated if the elapsed time

since the last defrost of the display case is greater than a preset minimum value. If the elapscd

time since the last defrost has not reached the minimum value, the control program returns to

start. After comt_arisons are made with the difference and count set points, and if either of

these comparisons routes the control program back to start, the elapsed time since the last

defrost is compared to a maximum time between defrost value. If the elapsed time exceeds the

maximum time, dcfrost is initiated.

Afler a defrost has been initiated, the control program then determines when to return to normal

operation. Thc control program first measures the disch,'trge air teml_rature and compares the

tCml_raturc ag;finst a set point. If the temtx'raturc exceeds the set point, the defrost can be

termin,ttcd. If the temlmraturc set point is not exceeded, elapsed time of the defrost is checked

and compared to a maximum duration. When the clapsed time exceeds the duration, defrost is

terminated. The control! program continues to check the discharge air teml_crature and the

cl::psed time until one of the termination criteria is met. At that time the defrost is switched

back to normal _peratitm.

l=_ili_ll Algorilhm !)evclppmcnt

The initial testing employed the laboratory test controller to devclop and evaluate the defrost

control algorithm. After initial debugging and refinement of the control test program, the

laboratory test controlicr was set to control dcfi'osts for both the display case and walk-in chest

available with the laboratory refrigeration system. For the display case testing, the case

temperature was controlled by the EI'R valve which maintained the suction pressure at the cz_se

at approxinlately 12 psi (evalx)rator temperature of -25°F).

The defl'ost controller was tested at several temperature difference set points. Observations

were made of the case evaporator for frost build-up and time was noted between defrosts. At

difference settings greater than 13°F, the defrosts were triggered primarily by the maximum

time setting. It was lt)und that the measured temperature difference would not increase above

this value at a rate quick enough to avoid excessive frost build-up on the evaporator. At a

difference set point of ! 3°F or less, the measu_ed temperature dil'fcretlce was found to be a

reasonable indicator of the frost level on the eval:_rator and properly triggered the defrost. The

effect of the defrost control algorithm on the display case is shown in Figures 2-1 and 2-2.
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_.L;,le.2-.1 shows the measured temperatures of the display case air curtain discharge and

_:i,_l_,.du_'ii_ga test of apploxinlately 23 hours, The test was begun by defrosting the c_t>,c.,,_

_!_aithe t_'.vat×)ratorwas tree of frost. Over a period of approximately 16 hours, the air-

It._q_erature difference between the return and the discharge set point was reached. At that tit_c

d defrost was initiated. The measured temperature difference for this test is shown in l':igt_rc

2 2. The static air pressure at the outlet of the display case and inlet of the evaporator was also

_teasured During the control test the value of the pressure measurement rose steadily after the

t)_itialdcfiost until the signal saturated. When the temperature-initiated defrost c)ccurred, the

_,.;_ticair pressure reading returned to that measured when the evaporator was free of frost,

lliis increase in static air pressure showed that the frost was building on the surface of the

cvdporator, reducing the air flow and that defrosting was appropriate.

For commercial applications, the algorithm has to keep track of all the variables for each circuit

i_,:ludlng:

, Discharge air temperature;i

• Return air temperature;

• Temperature difference set point;

• Minimum time between defrosts;

• Maximum time between defrosts;

• Actual time since last defrost;

• Time interval for temperature difference to trigger defrost; and

• Length of time for defrost cycle.

_,,ip._drol Strategg

l ,,_/)<,_>,_t(>rytesting showed that the measurement of the display case air curtain temperature at

_i_vdi,,,charge and return was accurate, reliable, and repeatable. It was found that the diffeicncc

l)r__cen these two temperatures increased as frost accumulated on the case evaporator. A

,J't_t:,l!llurrlvalue of this difference was used as a set point of the defrost controller. When the

w_i_rature dilference exceeded this set point, the defrost of the display case was initiated.

I i_c )c__q_,t_raturedifference measuremem was also used in conjtmction with controller h,gic t_)

,,w,_d unnecessary delrosts due to sensor failure, or other abnormal case operation. BeI_.)rc>t)_c

<tcir_)stwas initiated, the time since the last defrost of the case was checked and, if a preset
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minimum tilne setting was not exceeded, the defrost was delayed. This control feature

prevented premature defrosts since adequate time had not elapsed for frost to accumulate.
i

A second time interval was also employed that represented the maximum time that the display

case could operate without defrost. If the temperature difference did not reach the set point

before passing this maximum time interval, the display case was defrosted regardless of the

temperature values. This second time-setting feature was included as a control salety to ensure

that the display case was defrosted to avoid operating problems.

The lalx)ratory _esting of a prototype showed that the chosen algorithm could perform dernand

defrost conL,'ol, reducing the number of defrosts incurred, while maintaining the display case at

proper operating conditions.

The prototype testing also discovered a better way to determine when the temperature

difference set lxfint was exceeded. Instead of counting a number of measurement cycles, the

algorithm calculated a running average. The time pet_iodfor the average needed to be long

enough to avoid spurious temperature transients which did not affect system operation. The

running average taken over a 10-minute period was successful in determining when the set

point temperature diflerence was exceeded. The laboratory prototype controller did not include

the routines necessary for control in a real supermarket environment. These additit_nal routines

include:

• Set the clock time;

• Set the wait time for temperature initiation;

• Correct the variables (previous list); and

• Display current data
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TEMPERATURE C()NTROL

Temperature control of tt,.edisplay cases was a fairly easy f,'ature to add to the defrost

controller for cases with thermostat and solenoid valve control. The advantage of adding

temperature control was that the thermostat could be deleted during case manufacture. For a

display case that already had defrost control, it was a simple matter to add a solenoid-tyl_

temperature control. Since the sensor for measuring the temperature of the discharge air was

already included, ot_ly one more digital output line is needed to actuate the solenoid valve

through a solid state relay.

This simple solution does not apply to many new refrigeration display cases which use an

electronic variable tlow-control valve instead of a thermostat and solenoid valve. It also does

not address situations with multiple cases on one defrost circuit. This is not a problem for the

microcomputer an,] the control algorithms, but requires that additional sensors and a solenoid

control output be provided tot each case which increases the installation time and materials, and

more important, multiplie'., the complexity of the wiring sevcralfold.

,,i'1 ! _ (IIARDWARE DI._EL )PMI,'NT

In Phase I, the general design of specific sensors, actuators, control hardware and software

were brought together. Tim overall project involved several levels of controller hardware

development including:

• laboratory de, clopnmnt system;

• prototype controller;

• field test controller;

• medium temperature conu'oller; and

• commercial prototype.

L_boralory Controller

The laboratory development system consisted of a desk top, general purpose computer with a

standard keyboard and screen connected using plug-in cards to sensors and actuators. The

addition of floppy-disk-based software turned the system into,a defrost controller that was used

to develop working algorithms for defn,st control as previously described.
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:_iacxmocouple temperaturesensors were used in the laboratory development system because

li_e._;are reliable, accurate and appropriate. However, thermocouples require an expensive and

<_omplexinterface which is inappropriate in a finished commercial product. Additionally,

thermocouples put out small voltage signals that are susceptible to noise over the long wires

that connect the sensors in the refrigeration cases with the controller located in the equipment

loom in supermarket systems. The prototype controller used sensors that emitted current

signals that are less subject to noise.

l)ae laboratory system used digital control of an optically-isolated, solid-state relay for output.

l'he relay operated the hot-gas defrost valves on the display case circuit of the refrigeration test

setup.

'_;'i_cpersonal computer chosen for the laboratory controller included:

• 256 Kbytes of RAM;

• digital input and output; and

° optically isolated relays.

The control software used routines provided with the analog card to measure and scar, sensors

and operate the digital inputs and outputs. Routines were added to convert and display the

measurements in engineering units and provide control logic. The basic control procedure

consisted of measuring the temperatures at the display case and comparing the measured values

to set points. Where necessary, the clock within the computer was used to determine time and

ume intervals. When defrost was to be initiated or terminated, the computer sent the appropriate

digital signal through the interface board to the isolated relays.

_i._:_iotype Controller

'l<_provide flexibility in accommodating a wide variety of supermarket environments and to

_,_Ichthe inherent 8-bit structure of microcomputers, the prototype was modular, with conu'ols

!_ refrigeration circuits in groups of eight. Eight circuits require eight actuators for initiating

dci,ost and sixteen temperature inputs to establish the eight temperature differences. In this

c_!t,_;c,the actuators were digital outputs through solid state relays.

Additional requirements were:
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• a clock;

° battery backup for power failure;

• Operator interface;
- display screen
- simple keypad.

The CPU chip for the controller was chosen to use a computer language similar to the

laboratory development system. Sufficient RAM and EPROM were added to cover the

variables and algorithm details necessary to turn a small micro-processor system into a defrost

controller.

Field Test Controller

Tests of the laboratory development system and the prototype controller showed that both the

defrost controller and case temperature control worked in the laboratory. Based on these

restalts and preliminary information about a supermarket available as a field-test site, a field-test

controller was designed and built. The main difference between the two controllers is the

inclusion of temperature control in the field test controller, which multiplied the number of

input and output lines to the controller by a factor of three. As the controllers are otherwise

very similar, the field-test controller hardware will be discussed.

The field-test controller is a complete computer on a 7" x 10" printed circuit board that has been

specifically designed as a demand defrost controller. The computer has all the requisite

components: a central processing unit (CPU), an operator interface, memory, system and real-

time clocks, power supplies with battery back-up, digital I/O to the refrigeration system, and

analog temperature-measuring inputs from the display cases. The operator interface is a key

pad _md2 line x 40 character LCD display mounted on the front case of the controller. The

other components not on the printed circuit board are the power supplies and back-up battery,

which are mounted in the controller box in a separate section behind the printed circuit board.

The CPU is a 8052 connected by address and data bus lines to all the components on the

board. The major components constitute the memory, both random access memory and ultra-

violet erasable, programmable, read-only memory, as well as the real-time clock, I_CD display,

and analog to digital converters which connect to the real world.
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The digital I/O is provided by two 8255 chips, each of which provides three 8-line ports, for a

total of 48 digital I/O's. Some of these I/O lines go to a 4 x 5 scanned matrix keypad through

which operators can provide input to the system. The LCD display mounted on the front panel

shows operators the system status and other information. The system clock in the 8052 is an

11 MHz crystal which provides the basic clock rate for all operations.

As a defrost controller, the system needs to know time of day which is provided by a 6242

real-time clock chip. It has its own 32 kHz crystal and connections to both the address and data

buses. This chip has a separate lithium battery so the clock will continue to operate even if the

board is removed from the controller. The main battery back-up located behind the board has

sufficient power for three days in the event of an extended power failure. The latter is a gel cell

lead acid battery which can power the whole system including the clock chip.

Tile programs which controlled the defrost controller required 8K of program firmware, and

reside in the EPROM (32K). An 8K RAM was used. Both memory devices were addressed

by the multiplexed address and data bus system of the 8052 CPU.

Temperature measurement was provided by AD592 temperature chips which provide a current

proportional to absolute temperature. The current was scaled by on-board resistors and

operational amplifiers before being fed into the analog to digital converter. The A to D

converter was an 8-channel, 8-bit device and each channel was multiplexed to eight additional

inputs providing 64 different channels of analog input. This temperature measuring system

provided the controller with the capability of measuring 32 circuits for temperature control as

well as demand defrost control. In the test supermarket, the 48 digital I/O ports from the 8255

chips were not fully used as the temperature control feature was not used, and only 12 circuits

of den_and defrost were controlled. A 13th output line was used to signal the data acquisition

system when a defrost was initiated by temperature set point as opposed to time out. This line

was not required in the demand defrost controller though it was important for data acquisition

and analysis.

The hardware described could be used for a wide variety of general purpose computing and

control applications. The firmware turns this controller into a demand defrost control system.
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Medium Temperature Controller

A second field test controller identical to tile first was manufactured and connected to the

medium temperature refrigeration system at the field test supermarket to test both demand

defrost control on medium temperature cases and electric demand reduction routines. The

controller ,hardware and software are identical to that described in the field test controller

section. The parameters for control of the individual circuits of the medium-temperature

system are, of course, different than parameters for the field test controller connected to the low

temperature circuits in the store. The controller design is flexible enough to handle these types

of refrigeration defi'ost systems.

Commercial Prototype Controller

Hussmann Corporation was interested in testing this demand defrost control system and agreed

to make a commercial prototytx_ controller combining their hardware and our software

algorithms to try out our control concepts with their equipment. Originally they planned to run

this test on a general purpose controller they already used in their product line. After several

months it became app:_rentthat they would like to use a different controller that they were

developing which was more applicable to defrost control. Both these controllers are connected

to the hardware of their refrigeration systems by a proprietary serial protocol link. This serial

link isolates the hardware input/output from the CPU-controlled decisions.

PKI agreed to make the hardware front end and back end with the serial protocol link so the

test site equipment could be connected to the Hussmann prototype controller. Although both

Hussmann controllers used a 8051 chip which is similar to the 8052 chip used in the field test

controllers, the serial l_rt protocol was not the same for the two chips. This necessitated

replacing the front and back end of the field test controller with a desktop computer connected

with a parallel bus to the freezer control rack and connected through an analog interface to the

temperature sensors in the store. A serial interface was developed with the correc' protocol so

the Hussmann conu'oller could be given temperature information to allow the it to m&e control

decisions. The control decisions were relayed to the desktop computer which then turned on

and off the defrost control through a parallel bus.

The Hussmann controller was found to be susceptible to noise and brown-outs that frequently

occurred on its 110 volt AC line. To avoid problems an uninterruptable power supply and

power conditioner was included. The hardware for the commercial prototype and the data
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acquisition for these tests consisted of seven microcomputers. In a final implementation, of

course, only one microprocessor-based computer would be required for each refrigeration

system that is controlled for demand defrost and electric demand reduction.

TESTING FACILITIES

The demand defrost controller was tested at two locations. In Phase I, the laboratory and

prototype controllers were tested at an existing FMI facility. In Phases II and HI, the field test,

medium temperature and commercial prototype controllers were tested on the low temperature

and medium temperature refrigeration racks at the Price Chopper supermarket in Newburgh,

NY. The field testing in the test store provided an excellent, real-world environment for

determining the operational characteristics of the demand defrost controller.

Laboratory Refrigeration Test Facility

The demand defrost algorithm was first tested using a laboratory refrigeration system available

at FMI that consisted of three compressors that produced refrigeration for a set of up to four

parallel independent loads. The compressors were mounted in a rack-type arrangement and

were piped between common suction and discharge manifolds.

Along with the main refrigerant piping, the rack held all necessary electrical components and

control valves for operation of the refrigeration system. The rack was equipped to provide hot-

gas defrost to several of the test circuits. An air-cooled condenser mounted on the roof of the

building was used for rejecting heat.

A refrigeration load model was used for the defrost tests. The load was divided into four

circuits:

• one walk-in chest;

• one display case; and
• two brine chillers.

The display case and the walk-in chest were run normally; i.e., the magnitude of the

refligeration load for these fixtures was controlled by the operating temperature of the fixture

evaporator and ambient conditions. The display case and the walk-in chest were equipped with

plumbing to allow defrost periods using hot gas. The brine chillers were piped in closed-loop
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arrangements; cooling was provided to brine consisting of ethylene-glycol and water. The

temperature of the brine was comrolled by heating with steam in a heat exchanger. The brine

loops provided a baseload for the refrigeration system and insured that adequate hot gas was

available to defi'ost the display case and walk-in chest. No defrost was required for the brine

t.hiller lcx_ps.Testing the demand defrost control algorithm was done primarily with the display

case, a frozen food multideck unit ass(x:iated with the refrigeration test facility. For the defrost

tests the case was mainlained at an operating temperature of approximately 0OF. At this

operating temperature the required refrigeration load varied from 10,000 to 16,000 Btu/h,

depending on ambient conditions.

Instrumentation was also added to the case for the defrost tests. Temperature measurements

were added to the air curtain at the discharge outlet and the return inlet at three 1cx:ations,left

and right sides and center. Temperature measurements were also installed in the prcxtuct area

in three locations. To measure the air-side pressure change at the evalx_rator, a differentiul

prcssure transducer was installed across the evaporator. It was found that the pressure

difterential rose as the evaporator clogged with fi'ost. The evaporator fan outlet static pressurt;

tended to rise as the resistance to airflow increased. A dew t_int transducer was installed in

the product area of the case to measure changes in the case humidit_ during operation. This

particular measurement was not very successful, because the operating tcml,,_.ratureand

humidity of the case were not within the range of the instrument.

Test Store Descriotion

The field test of the demand defrost controller was done at a Price Chopper Supermarket in

Newburgh, NY, which is located approximately 60 miles north of New York City. The Price

Chopper is a recently renovated super'store containing 60,000 ft2 of sales area that is open 24

hours/day.

The supermarket contained 37 display-case systems and walk-in c(x:_lersthat required

refrigeration. The compressor arrangement consisted of three racks of parallel compressors.

In parallel compressor systems, a rack of several compressors provides refrigeration to a large

number of refrigerated cases through common suction and discharge manifolds. Each

compressor rack services a group of cases with similar temperature requirements. "Fable2-1

lists the system number, the size and type of display case or cooler, the design load, and the

suction temperature for each of the cases on the high-temperature rack. The total load on the
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high-temperature rack is 450,000 Btu/h at a suction temperature of 20°F, Table 2-2 lists the

R-22 compressors used to meet the load on the high temperature rack. Table 2-3 lists the

systems on the medium-temperature rack. This rack contains two satellite compressors in

which the compressor suction is connected to a single refrigerated case circuit, while the

discharge is manifolded with all other compressors on the rack. This arrangement allows the

saturated suction temperature for that case circuit to run lower than the rest of the rack. The

total load on the main pan of the medium temperature rack is 225,000 Btu/h at a suction

temperature of 10°F. Table 2-4 lists the R-22 medium temperature compressors used on the

m_tinrack and satellites A and B. The EER for the main rack is 9.2 I, while the EER for the

satellites, which are run at a lower suction temperature, is 7.81.
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Table _':i
Iiil_h-'rt'nllit, ralure I_at'k I{{'l'l'il_ertlle(I (;ll_es

Suction

I-1 48 I)IX'M dai_ (}9,6()0 20
!-2 24 i:(IV serv llleat 7,560 20
I-3 28 I)IK'M beverage 4(1()00 20
I-4 6() 48 ftFVIII 12liI:VWF 56,100 30
I-5 72 f_) ft FVW 1 12 ft I:VWI._ 66,900 20
1-6 40 12 ft I)MI':D 120 fl I:(;VI} 12,600 20
I-7 I0 x 12 x 9 Baker" c_.xlicr 9,564 20
1-8 I0 x 16 x 9 l)eli c_)ler 9,622 20
19 18 x 23 x 9 Dairy cooler 20,641 20
I !(-) 25 Meat preparation 42,500 35
1 11 20 x 4() Cti_toln cut and fish 56,000 35
I 12 14x 14 Scrv lllt{ll c(_)lcr I () ()0() 20
1-13 8 x 14 x 9 Fish co(4cr 7,81 I 20

1-14 18 x 24 lh'()duct l_rcp;irati(m 21,600 35
1-15 12 x 42 x 9 ih_xtuci c()olcr .[P2_._

"l'(_i;tl 449,769

Till;le 2-:]

iligh-Tenll)erlilure Rack Compressors

.....C  ip lcity([}_LEb.L..._+ EF,I(
! 15 123,9()0
2 15 123,900
3 !5 123,900

()1) 41)5,0()() 9.76
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................ .......:.................".............. Ta"ble 2,3 -:........... _
Medium.Temperature Rack Refrigerated Cases

_o, ___ .Size _ .....................Ty.t_................... : .. : Btu/h ... Terpt_rature
2-16 28 DDCM DELl 46,200 " 15
2-17 48 DDCM dairy 69,600 20 !
2-18 12 DDCH cheese 18,600 15
2-i9 36 24 ft FVH t i2 ft FVWE 34,500 20
2,-20 12 DMG sausage 5,100 15
2.21 24 DMG cheese 10,200 15
2-22 8 Pizza case 3,800 15
2-23 25 x 34 x 9 Meat cooler 37A46

Total 225,446

2-24 28 DIIMG meat _ .l.O

2-.25 28 D! tMG meat _ 10

....................................... Table 2.4 ....................
Medium.Temperature Rack Compressors

..... _ ho ........ Capacity(Btu/h) ........... EER
1 10 83,350
2 10 83,350
3

30 250,050 9.21

Sat. A 7.5 49,299 7.81
Sat. B 7.5 49,299 7.81

-- - _7 S I Illll II _ I III I _ II I I[11 I
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The low-temperature systems arc listed in Table 2-5. Systems 3-26 and 3-27 are multideck

frozen fc_ display cases, System 3-26 is 16 ft. long with a design load of 23,800 Btu/h at

25"F suction temperature. Systems 3-27 is 24 It. long with a load of 35,800 Btu/h at -25_'1:

Systems 3-28, 3-29, 3-30, and 3-31 are reach-in door cases for frozen Rw_d. Each of these

systems is 36 ft. long and has a design load of 23,400 Btu/h at a suction temp,zratureof-20°1 :.

Systems 3-32 through 3-35 are walkqn c(xder units of various sizes and design loads. The

suction tcmp,-rature for the walk-in units is -25°t :. Systems 3-36 and 3-37 arc tub-type display

cases fi_rfrozen l'_x_l. Each has a designated satellite compressor to meet the 30,400 Btu/h

design load at the -35_'1:suction temperature. Table 2-6 lists the R-502 compressors installed

on the low-temperature rack. The main part of the rack uses three compressors, two 22 hp

units and one 27 hp unit. A total refrigeration capacity of 245,000 Btu/h may b¢ produced at

an I:ER of 5.19 Each of the satellites relies on a I0 hp compressor operating at an Et'R _,f

4.80.

'Tati[e' ....
l,ow.Temperature Rack Refrigerated ('ases

3-'_6.. 16 IX;F FF ..'_3,80() -25
3-27 24 IXiF FF 35,80() -25
3--28 3_ 1)51:(1 FF 23,400 -20
3_29 36 1)5F(; FF 23.400 _2{)
3-30 36 I)51:G I:F 23400 _20
3-31 36 D5FG FF 10,200 23400 -20
3-32 I0 x 12 x 9 Bakery fr_zx:r 10471 -25
3-33 6 x 8 x 9 l')cli i_ezer 6399 -25
3-34 18 x 29 x 9 Fo(_ freezer 25 1I0 -25
3-35 10 x 18 x 9 Ice cream fnae_r 13,351 -__

Total _ -25

3-36 36 FIJ FF w/1 - end _ -3_

3-37 36 FIJ IC w/l - end _ -35
IIII Ill[ 01 I
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..................... ........... Table 2.6 + .................
Low.Temperature Rack Compressors

_ ha CanacitvfBtu/M _'_R
I 2"2 75,892 " "
2 22 75,892
3 27 93A40

71 244,924 5.19

Sat. A 10 33,949 4.80
Sat. B + + 10 ...... 33,949 _ 4.80

The low-temperature display cases at the test store used hot-gas defrost. In many installations,

electric defrost would be used instead. To estimate savings from using the demand defrost

controller, electric defrost heaters normallyspecified for these cases were identified from the

manufacturer'sliterature. The heater size along with the number andduration of each defrost

were used to calculate the energy that would be consumed if electric defrost were used.

Table 2-7 gives the defrost heaters specified for the low-temperature cases.

i _ I II II I II II ii iiiii i . iiiii i L

Table 2.7
Heater Sizes Specified for Electric Defrost of

The Low.-Temperature Display Cases

System Case Size Heater Size
No. Type (ft_ (kW)

3-26 Muitldeck 16 10.8
3-27 Multideck 24 16.2
3-28 Door 36 11.4
3-29 Door 36 11.4
3-30 Door 36 11.4
3-31 Door 36 11.4
3-36 Tub 36 12.9
3-37 Tub 36 12.9

For the medium-temperature cases, either hot gas or off-cycle defrost was used. For the cases

using hot gas, electric heaters were also specified and used to estimate electric defrost energy

consumption. Table 2-8 lists the electric defrost heaters for the medium-temperature display

cases.
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Table 2-8
Ilealer Sizes Specified for Fleclric Defrost of

The Medium.Temperature Display ('ases

Systc m (Zasc Stzc l)¢frost* I IcaterStze
o :No ..... ..... "l'y_ .......:::+.... fit) ,l,y_t_.......+...., ....{kW__) ,

2+It) Multidcck 28 ! h)t gas 5.0
2-17 Multideck 48 ()if-cycle --
2-18 Tub 12 ()ff+cyclc --
2-19 l)r(_uce 36 ()IT-cycle --
22() Tub 12 lh)t gas 2.2
2-21 Tub 24 ()if-cycle --
2-22 Mullideck 8 ()ff-cyclt: --
2-24 Multideck 28 i lot gas 5.()
2-25 Mullideck 28 I h)t gas 5,0

* I)¢ft'_:,st!ype flOWenlph)yed at test site

l)ata Acuuisition

'l't, determine the I'_:rfornnmce of tile controllers and compare the results to the operation under

control of the time ch_.'k, an independent data acquisition system was installed at the test site

for both the h_w and mediumtem_rature refrigeration systems. Table 2-9 lists the field

measurements re(iuired to quantify the pertormance of the controllc_. The operating

(discharge and return) air telnperatures and a digital signal indicating the (_.'currence of defr()st

for each o1 the r¢lrigeratcd cases were recorded. The temlmratum measuretnents allow the case

l_rl_)rnmnce _ver time to tm determined and provide a check on the c_mtroller algorithm. The

d¢t'mst digital sigtmal Indicates the frequency, the length, and the time of defrost for each case,

'l'his measurement alh_wed the number of defrosts _.'curring while the c(mtroller is operating to

he cornpared t() the tmmber of delr_sts while under time ch_'k c(mtnfl,
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Table 2-9
Field Measurements

. Display cases and walk-ins
-- _rating temperatures
-- Defrost occun'cnce

• Refrigeration load and power
-- State points and flow
-- Energy and demand

• Store power consumption
-- Energy and demand

• Ambient conditions (inside and outside)
-- Dry bulb !
-- Dew point ..........

The next item in Table 2-9 is the refrigeration load and power. The refrigeration load on the

rack was determined by measuring the refrigerant state points and flow rate. Measurement of

the refrigeration load was performed on the low-temperature system only. A flowmeter could

n()tbe installed on the medium-temperature refrigeration rack due to the piping arrangement

used with this rack.

The state point measurements consisted of compressor suction and discharge temperature and

pressure and the refrigerant liquid temperature exiting the condenser. The system performance

as a function of refrigeration load was evaluated to determine if differences between controller

t)peration and time-clock operation were related to load fluctuations. The energy and power

c(_nsumption of the low-temperature compressor rack and condenser were measured to

detennine the effect of the controller operation on power draw. Likewise, total store power

artd demand were measured. Lastly, ambient conditions such as outside dry-bulb and dew-

p_lnt temperatures and inside dry-bulb and dew-point temperatures were measured to correlate
test results with ambient effects.

The monitoring instruments listed in Table 2-10 for low-temperature refrigeration and Table

2-l I for medium-temperature refrigeration provid_ the required field measurements.
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........ .__ :_-........ : :k.:,: Table2-10 - :............
M.nitoring Instrumentation

Low.Temperature Refrigeration

• Temperature measurements (29)
-- 10 discharge air
-- 10 return air
-- 2 ambie_t dry bulb (inside and outside)
-- 2 ambient dew point (inside and outside)
-- 3 refrigerant suction (low and very low temperatures)
-- 1 refrigerant liquid
-- 1 refrigerant discharge

• Pressure measurements (4)
-- 3 refrigerant suction
-- I refrigerant discharge

• Flow measurements (1)
-- 1 refrigerant

• Power measurements (5)
-- I total store
-- l total rack
-- 2 very h,w temperature compressot,'s
-- 1 condenser

• t)igitals (14)
-- 12 circuit defrost in/out
-- 1 controlleron/off
-- l___......._ctefr_,stinitiatio_e
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Table 2.11
Monitoring Instrumentation

Medium-Temperature Refrigeration

• Temperature measurements (27)
-- 10 discharge air
-- 10 return air
-- Inside ambient dry bulb
-- Inside ambient dew point
-- 3 refrigerant suction (main rack and 2 satellites)
-- 1 refrigerant liquid
-- 1 refrigerant discharge

• Pressure measurements (4)
-- 3 refrigerant suction (main rack and 2 satellites)
-- 1 refrigerant discharge

• Power measurements (4)
-- 1 total rack
-- 2 satellite compressors
-- 1 condenser

• Digitals (12)
-- 10 circuit defrost in/out
-- 1 controller on/off
-- 1 defrost initiation time/temperature

The data were averaged over a 15 minute period by the site data loggers, stored locally, and

collected daily by telephone. Table 2-12 lists some of the features of this unit. In conjunction

with the data logger, a floppy disk storage system was used to store the data, which had a 1.2

Megabyte capacity. A 2,400 baud modem with error checking completed the test side system.

At FMI, a personal computer was equipped with a 2400 baud error correction modem as well.

A data-collection routine was written to automatically dial the field test site every day at

midnight and transfer the data from the site data storage to a hard disk on the PC at the FMI

office. When the data was transferred, the site data disk was erased and the system was placed

back into the data collection and storage mode. The communications line was then

disconnected and a data reduction routine was run by the PC on the collected data. When the

reduction routine was completed, the raw and reduced data were stored on floppy disk.

Figure 2-3 schematically illustrates the field test data collection setup.
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Table 2-12
Data Acquisition System

Featuresof theData Loe_zer:_v

• Rugged, industrial environment construction

• 64 channelCPU

• Three separate 12 MHz microprocessors
-- One dedicated to channel scanning
-- One dedicated to computation
-- One dedicated to serial line control

• 20 pre-programmed math functions

• Real-time clock with battery backup

• Intelligent serial line (RS-232 port)
-- Allows communications, w/o channel scan interruption

• 30 channel/second scan rate

• Frontpanel display control
-- Continuous channel scan
-- Freeze channel scan

• Data output
-- Time initiated (every 15 minutes)
-- Command initiated (through serial line)
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Figure 2-3
Field Test Data Collection

FOSTERMILLER PRICECHOPPER
,A

'^__ i ! I/[,\{ Templil]Power]

" 1/LiPr.,J
Personal Modem il....,_' Data _ Data I([, I=low ]
Computer " _ 2 Storage Logger I_,

\[ Status ':'1

Data Reduction

Data reduction routines were written to process the raw data taken from the test site. The files

created by the data reduction routines could then be loaded into Lotus spreadsheets for

graphing. Table 2-13 and 2-14 list the channels monitored by the data acquisition system. The

digital filtering capabilities of the data loggers were used to calculate a 15-mir,ute running

average on most channels. The real-time math capabilities calculated a more precise 15-minute

average for the remainder of the channels.
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Table 2-13
Display Case Temperature And Defrost Controller

Moniloring Channel List
Low.Temperature Refrigeration

hC.hg_q.DeI No ....... _._kasurement Units
1 Outside dry-bulb temperature Deg F
2 Outside dew-point temperature Deg F
3 Inside dry-bulb temperature Deg F
4 Inside dew-,mint temperature Deg F
5 Discharge-air temperature - multideck No. 3-1 Deg F
6 Return-air temperature - multideck No. 3-1 Deg F
7 Discharge-mr temt.'verature- multideck No. 3-2 Deg F
8 Return-air temperature - multideck No. 3-2 Deg F
9 Discharge-mr temperature - door type No. 3-3 Deg F
10 Return-air temperature - door type No. 3-3 Deg F
i 1 Discharge-air temperature - door type No. 3-4 Deg F
12 Return-mr temperature - door type No. 3-4 [_g F
13 Discharge-air temt_erature - door type No. 3-5 [>eg t=
14 Return-air temperature - door type No. 3-5 I_3 F
15 Discharge-air temperature -door type No. 3-6 Deg 1.
16 Return-air temperature ,-door type No. 3-6 Deg t='
17 Discharge-mr temperature - door type No. 3-11 Deg F
18 Return-mr temperature - door type No. 3-11 Deg t:"
19 Discharge-air temperature - tub tyl,ee No. 3-12 Deg F
20 Return-air temperature - tub type No. 3-12 Deg F
21 Discharge-mr temperature - walk-in No. 3-9 Deg F
22 Return-mr temperature - walk-in No. 3-9 Deg F
23 Discharge-a_r temperature - walk-in No. 3-10 Deg F
24 Return-a_r temperature - walk-in No. 3-10 [_g F
25 I+'Frefrigerant suction temperature IX'g F
26 Sat. No. 1 refrigerant suction temperature Deg F
27 Sat. No. 2 refrigerant suction temperature I_g F
28 * Discharge refrigerant temperature Deg F
29 Liquid refi'igerant temperature Deg F
30 LT refrigerant suction pressure pslg
31 Sat. No. 1 refrigerant suction pressure psig
32 Sat. No. 2 refrigerant suction pressure psig
33 * IT)ischargerefrigerant pressure psig
34 * Refi'iger,'mtflow rate CFM
35 * Total store power kW
36 * Total rack power kW
37 * Satellite compressor No. 1 power kW
38 * Satellite compressor No. 2 power kW
39 Condenser power kW
40 Defrost digital- multideck No. 3-1 --
41 Defiost digital - multideck No. 3-2 --
42 Dclrost digital - multideck No. 3-3 --
43 Defrost digital - multideck No. 3-4 --
44 Defrost di_zital- multideck No. 3-5 --
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............ Table 2.i_" (conti6ued) ............
Display Case Temperature And Defrost Controller

Monitoring Channel List
Low-Temperature Refrigeration

Channel No,....................Measurement Urti_
45 Defrost digital - multideck No. 3-6 --
46 Defrost initiation digital --
47 Defrost digital- walk-in No. 3-8 --
48 Defrost digital - walk-in No. 3-9 --
49 Defrost digital - walk-in No. 3-10 --
50 Defrost digital - walk-in No. 3-11 --
51 Defrost digital - walk-in No. 3-12 --
52 Controller digital --
53 * Math counter kW
54 * Math - average store power kW
55 * Math - average rack power kW
56 * Math - average compressor No. 1 power kW
57 * Math - compressor No. 2 power kW
58 * Defrost digital - walk-in No. 3-7 --
59 * Math - average refrigerant discharge pressure psig
60 * Math - average refrigerant flow lb/h

channels except these use digital fi!terin_ to obtain 15-minute aver,a_,es _..
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Table:- 2.14

Display Case Temperature And l)efrost Controller
Monitoring Instrument List

Medium-Temperature Refrigeration

_anncl No, ........ Measurement Uuits
1 Inside dry-bulb temperature l'_:g I:
2 Inside dew x, int temperature l_eg !+
3 Discharge-air temperature -case No. 2-1 l)cg !:
4 Return-air temperature - case No. 2-1 l)eg I:
5 l)ischarge-alr temperature - case No. 2-2 l)cg t:
6 Return-air temperature - case No. 2-2 l)cg 1:
7 l)ischarge-alr temperature - case No. 2-3 l_g i:
8 Return-air temperature - case No. 2-3 l)eg t:
9 l)ischarge-alr temperature - case No. 2-4 l_g !:
10 Return-air temperature - case No. 2-4 l)eg 1:
11 l)ischarge-mr temperature - case No. 2-5 l_g 1:
12 Return-art teml'_,'rature - case No. 2-5 i)eg i:
13 l)ischarge-mr temperature - case No. 2-6 l)eg 1:
14 Relurn-air temperature - case No. 2-6 l>eg 1-
15 l)ischarge-mr temperature - case No. 2-7 l_)eg 1:
16 Return-air lemtx_rature - case No. 2-7 l)eg i:
17 l)ischarge-mr temperature- walk-in No. 2-8 l)eg I"
18 Relurn-alr temperature - walk-in No. 2-8 Deg I:
19 l)ischarge--mr temperature - case No. 2-9 l)eg F
20 Relurn-a_r temperature -case No. 2..9 l_g F
21 l)ischarge-air temperature -case No. 2-10 Ikt,, F
22 Return-air temperature - case No. 2-10 l)cg 1-
23 MT refrigerant suction temperature Deg I:
24 Sat N_. t refrigerant suction temperature Deg 1:
25 Sat N¢_.2 refrigerant suction temperature l_g F
26 l)ischarge refrigerant temlmrature Deg F
27 i.iquid refri_'erant temperature l)cg I:
28 N'I'I"refrigerant sucticm pressure pslg
29 Sat No. 1 refrigerant suction pressure psig
3() Sat No. 2 relrigera_t sucti()n pressure psig
31 l)ischarge-relrigerant pressure psig
32 Refrigerant flow rate CFM
33 Total st_we power kW
34 Total rack p{_wer kW
35 Satellite compressor No. 1 power kW
36 Satellite compressor No. 2 lx)wer kW
37 Condenser lx_wer --
41 Defrost digital No. 2-16 --
42 l_frost digital No. 2-17 --
43 IXrfrost digital No. 2.18 --
44 l_fr_)st digital No. 2-19 --
45 [)efr_st di_,ital No, 2-20 --
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...................................... Table" 2_-|"4 (¢oni'I'n'ued) ...........................
Display Case Temperature And Defrost Controller

Monitoring Instrument List
Medium.Temperature Refrigeration

Channel No. ...... Measurement Units
46 Defrost digital No. 2-21 --
47 Defrost digital No. 2-22 --
48 Defrost digital No, 2-23 --
49 Defrost digital No. 2-24 --
50 Defrost digital No. 2-25 --
51 Controller digital
63 Discharge-air temperature No. 2-16 Deg F
64 Return-air temperature No. 2-16 I)eg F
65 Discharge-air temperature No. 2-17 Deg F
66 Return-air temperature No. 2-17 Deg F
67 Discharge-air temperature No. 2-18 Deg F
68 Return-air temperature No. 2-18 Deg F
69 Discharge-atr temperature No. 2-19 Deg F
70 Return-air temperature No. 2-19 Deg F
71 Discharge-atr temperature No. 2-20 Deg F
72 Return-air temperature No. 2-20 Deg F
73 Discharge-air temperature No. 2-21 Deg F
74 Return-air temperature No. 2-21 Deg F
75 Discharge-air temperature No. 2-22 Deg F
76 Return-air temperature No. 2-22 Deg F
77 Discharge-a_r temperature No. 2-23 Deg F
78 Return-air temperature No. 2-23 Deg F
79 Discharge-atr temperature No. 2-24 Deg F
80 Return-air temperature No. 2-24 Deg F
81 Discharge-atr temperature No. 2-25 Deg F
82 Return-air temperature No. 2-25 Deg F
83 MT refrigerant suction temperature Deg F
84 Sat. No. 1 refrigerant-suction temperature Deg F
85 Sat. No. 2 refrigerant-suction temperature Deg F
86 Discharge-refrigerant temperature Deg F
87 Liquid-refrigerant temperature Deg F
88 MT refrigerant-suction pressure psig
89 Sat. No. 1 refrigerant-suction pressare psig
90 Sat. No. 2 refrigerant-suction pressure psig
91 Discharge-refrigerant pressure psig
92 Refrigerant flow rate CFM
93 Total store power kW
94 Total rack power kW
95 Satellite compressor No. 1 power kW
96 Satellite compressor No. 2 power kW
97 Condenser power kW
98 Time, teml_erature digital
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In additi_m to the l.otus files, daily summary sheets were also generaled by t11¢data reduction

routines. I:igure 2-4 shows an example of the daily summary sheet. Average ambient and

_,t_.'e d1T'-bulb and dew-point temperatures are shown at the top t_l the sheet along with the

calculated average relative humidity/or each. The next group of values ix listed fl_reach of the

systems _m the Iow-teml'_erature refrigeration rack. The first colurnn lists the system number

;ttid type, Systems I and 2 arc multidcck display cases, System 3 through 6 are reach-in dot,1`+

l',pC display cases. Systems 7 through 10 are walk-in coolers and systems I 1 and 12 ;ire tub

t)pc di,,play cases. The next column gives the contr_fller set point It_r tl_c return minus

discharge air temperature. When this value has been exceeded for a given length _I_time, the

c_,ntn_ller initiates a defrost on that system. Notice that the set points _n the walk in ccx_lers are

zero. l'hc ct,ntmllcr algorithm was developed for display Ca_,¢s, llOl walk-in coolers which

bch,t,,c s_mewhat differently. As a result, no attempt was rnadc to prm,'ide t,n.demand dcrr_,,,t

_,i the ,,_,'all,:+tn¢_t_lct's. Instead, when the controller is operating, the walk-in ct,,lcrs are

dcl1_,'.,tcd t,n tilne limits.

"l'he next column _n the summary st Jeer gives the dail3,' average discharge air temperature f_r

each system excluding values recorded during a defrost. N_t_c lhal the walk-in systcm_ 7 and

,_ rc;t¢t zcr_, in all tcmper;t,ure colulnns. Since the defrosts of the v_,._L_nc_olers were initiated

,,n tinge limits, there was nt_need to collect temt_rature data orl all ttiesc t_tlit,s "Femr_erature

d,ata were ctdlected on two of the walk-in units, systems 9 and I0, for future rclczcnce. The

dcln,sts were rcc_,rdcd digitally on all walk-in units The next ccflumn lists the aver,tee ,ctum

air temperature lbr the day. To repeat, the values recorded during a dcirost are n_t includ¢_t i;_

the average. The average dillL'rcnces between the return and the discharge air temperatures a_e

listed i_ the next c_tumn. The daily n_aximum delta may be ft_und in the following column.

'l'his value _nay be compared to the set-point delta to determine if a defrost sh_uld have been

initiated due to temperature limits. Notice th,at the walk-in systems 7 and 8 read zero and list

the tectal number of defrosts in the day for each system broken down into those initiated due to

time or temperature limits. 'l'hc last colunm in this group lists the estimated electric defrost

kwh which represents the amount of energy which would have been corlsumed over tl_c day

due t_ ca,,e dcl'msting had this stt,re been equiptvcd with electric defrost rather than hot gas.
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T JJ'_ , r_ ]lJ_Ej LL_ L .......... __ .....

Figure 2-4
Defrost Controller Data Summary
Price Chopper- Newburgh, NYDally Averages for. 614189

Defrost Control Status: Test

Ambient dry bulb: 72.9°F Store dry bulb: 70.8°F
Ambient dew point' 51.4°F Store dew point: 54.6°F
AmbientRII: 46.8% StoreRH: 56.6%

System Set Poinl Average Average Average Maximum I_ Est.Elec.
_Lc..='[.Y_I____D.c,Ra Dis (?F_ .....Ret {°F_ Del [°F) . Del [°F) Time, Temp Def kWh

! - M 4(i) -4.0 29.7 33.8 40.4 1 2 33
2 - M 30 O.I 22.0 21.9 32.7 1 2 48
3- I) 15 2.8 9.7 6.8 11.6 0 0 0
4 I) 15 5.1 11.7 6.6 11.0 0 0 0
5-I) 15 5.2 8.0 2.8 10.2 0 0 0
6 I) 15 -5.6 3,1 8.7 1!.4 0 0 0
7 W O0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2 0 0

W O0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0,0 2 0 0
9 W O0 -2.0 -0.5 1.5 3.6 2 0 0

10 - W O0 4.1 1.9 -2.2 0.3 3 0 0
11 -T 15 -11.4 0.1 11.5 14.8 0 0 0
12 -"I_ 18 -i8.6 -2.3 16.2 20.9 0 1 15

Store Rack
l?9_.r_ .... kWh/Day Peak kW Peak kW

Total ,,t(,1e 11,745.5 550.3 543.0
l_ow tem_rature rack 1,028.7 45.5 47.7
Sat. No, 1 (system No.12) 143.1 6.5 6.5
Sat No. 2 (system No. 11) 106.0 6.2 5.9
l,ow temperature condenser 176.4 7.4 7.1

...... Loads ..... Btu/h .......
lx)w temperature rack 251,620

Ice cream system No. 12 51,029
Frozen ()J system No. 11 26,599

_._ccllaneous Tem_rature Pressure (Psig} Flow (lb/hl
lx)w temperature rack suction 36.3 12. I 6,462
Sat. No. 1 suction 42.6 -0.5
Sat. No. 2 suction 58.4 5.7
[x)w temperature rack discharge 200.1 189.2
l.z_wtemlxtraturelicuid't.__ 86.9
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The next gr,tup is the l_wcr lind ¢nc:rg)'_.-onsumptionfi_r the.total ._tor¢,the entire Iow-

tcmpcr,itL=r¢ra_.'k,satellite _:¢_mprcssorNo. I (whi,.'h servic.'¢_,system 12), satellite c_,mpre_,,,,,_

No. 2 (v_hich service,, _ystelTI I I), lind the Iow-tl:ml_cr_lture rack condenser. The fiist _.'olunln

ii,,ts the kwh Per day f_r caL'll item. The second c,_lumn lists the kil,_wziit v;llt=¢f¢_rca_.'hit¢lll ,It

the tillic ,+1+the l_ak+.,,tq_r¢v,tlu¢. 'l+h¢third ,'t_lutnn lists the kilowatt v_du¢ l++jr ¢;i_+'hitem _ttthe

IilIIL: (If tile p¢;ik l_,r the c_,ml',rcss_rra_'k.

The lollowillg gi'l_iip ol nulilt)cl':,_i_ the c_tlculat_:dd,til), average rt,:friljl_ratit_n kiad_,. "lhe lii,,l

i _,i.ilui_is ft)r the Ic!w.it_nlpcrliiiir¢ r¢i°rigcrlililln flick not iiic'ludiiig sy._lt_lliS1 ! and 12. lhe nelli

_alli¢ i'_ t(_rs)'sl_in I ,.'_,lh¢ ice t'r¢illll liib cli_¢. The foih,wing v;ilii¢ is l_ir s_,l¢iri I I , the

lnlzl_il !lrilllgl._ jiilC'¢ !ub l.'ilkt'.

The lli_,l gi_li!_ _,f iliillibttr,, _1 the d_iil)' suinliiar)' <ihee!arc avcrll_e tcmperall, res, pr¢',sttrl: _,lind

ll_w r,il¢'_ ll_lil the" lf_v_, Ic'liipcritltlr¢ l.t_li!l_r¢.s,_r l_i<.*k.

Ill ilddili_n l_ the dml) _,i.llllllldr)' ,,heel, the d_.il_.ircdurli_,n r_)t_lillt:sC;ili g¢ilc:ratc i,i tc_,tSilIllltI_.il )

_,hcclIhai is idciliic';_l i_ 1ti¢ d_iily sheet but wiih average and i_lal valti¢,, I(,r lhc t_,illrt' l¢_1

pistil>d. "l'ht: lt:,,i_,wt:r_: u_,iil.ill)' rlin in t_,'l_-w'¢¢kiilicrvals ,,wiicllin_ b_twccn the Iimi: c'_iockand I
the c'_l/Iridlcr,
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Secli!m 3

TEST R I,',_I }I,'I'S

'111eproject included testing the demand dclmst c_,v_t_dterin ,In vari_,u:.,hardware conligura

lk,ns in l'hase I. lhc laboratory dcvei_pment sy,,tcm and prq_tolyp¢cc,nmfllcrs were u_ed to

determine the basi_:oF_arallono| the conrail jlBonthwn_, la_t'ha.,,es11and 111,hatdw_rc and

soft, arc ijnplemenlalion_ were tested in an o[_'r,ttlng ._ul_rmarkeI, 'illi_ '.,colleendescribes lhe

results of these test_.

PilASE i: ()IISF_RVATI()NS ()F I)ISPI,AY ('ASE ()PERA'I'I()N

The initial tests l_rfi_rmed at the lah_ratory te,,t facfilly examined the opt'rating charactel i_,_'_,_f

_hedi,,,pl;ty case to determine lhe appropriate crtleria Ii_rdcn_and defrost c_,ntn_l, l:_r th: ._

tests,the di_,pl;ly ca.',,eevaptmitot lemp,,c'raturcwa_,eontn_th.,dat t, con._tanlvalue _ff-i._! _ ._!,

the case F_PI,t. The display case was allowed t_ OlWt;_ie at thi_ ev,tt'_ralot lemperature fi,r ,_:,

extended pcri_ ol lime, on the order of several dciys_ I)u_ i,_:, lilts _F-..'rati_,n, measureme|ttn

we_ gathered ill five-minute intervals to establish tt_e paramcl_. ,,,, .i :;_se opcrati_n.

Visual ohservalion t,l' the display case eval_ralor and |l|¢asuremenls taken d_:,_g operation

deveioi_d a des_.'ripti_mof the Irost buildup. "lhe display caseevap_rator air-sial0 p_c,,s_redrop,

and the tem_rature of Ihe discharge and return air were of particular interest. The u+suat I" _ti!e,,

for lhcse three measurements are shown in I:igu_cs 3-I and 3_2. The leml_,'rature profiles l,,r the

display case arc sh_wn in l:igurc 3 1. The air h|;l[ic p|cnnure n_casured at th¢._utlet _f the din-

play case fans and inlet of the evalm_rator is sh_n in Figure 3-2. I'he pnfliles shown began at

the end oI a defrost ,+llh a Irost-frce ev,l_rator and ended appr_ximalely 38 hours later.

The temperature values recorded fi,r the leS| display cane are shown in Figure 3-1 which given

the discharge and return air tempcralures along x_,iththe temperature measured in the prt_luct

area After lhe defro_,t there was a large teml',e_;_lt|re di!fcrence between tl_e d_,,charge and

return air lcm_ratures, due to the increased rate of refrigeration n_ded to lower lhe

temperalure of the display case ,o tile desired level After I¢,wering tile case tem_rature, the

iCml_Cralure diffcrence bC'lwCCtl di,,char_e and _c_r_ air decre;_sed t_ appn_x imately 1()_1:t_

12 I-. An frosl accumulated _n the cvaporal_r, the v;flue of the discharge air temperature

rclll;lllle(| lairly consumt wh_le the value t,i_the return air l_111['_rature Iended to increase as the

amount of [rosl on lhe e','ap_wat_r Inc|+t;ascd.



Figure 3.1. Display Case Temperature Profiles.
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'l'i_cct_rresl_mding evalx,ratorairpressuremcasurc!ncnttakenatthetestdisplaycaseisshown

inl:igure3 2 The airstaticr_'_'r", .. p cssu e difference at the inlet of the eval_,latorand the outlet ot"

the display case fans is stu_wn in this figure. This rising fan discharge pressure indicated a

dc,.'rease in air fh)w. Because the nse irl air pressure measured at the test display case often

exceeded the measurement range of tile sensor', there was a saturated signal output from the

sensor during Ihe trost buildup. "i'hls saturated level is shown in l:igure 3-2 as llat portions of

the ph,t. i_)urlng these time r,-ri(),Js, the air pressure actually increased although the plot shows

the pressure value remaining constant. As can be seen l rc,m tile plot shown in Figure 3-2, the

pressure of tile oullet oI the display case fan rose as the case operated over time which indicated

that the air flow through tim eval'_)rat_r decreased due to frost accumulatitm.

As lmst accu_nulated in the cvatx,rat_,r, It tended to increase tile resistance to air flow which

reduced the thaw ,)t the display case lans. Since less air was p,tsscd through the evaporator,

less refrigcratl(,n was provided to the display case. The disctlarge-air teml_rature was still

made c_,ld eh,,ugh hut the reducti_m in air fh_,wreduced tile amount of heat rcmuval capacity of

the i11111. Wh¢ decrease _n rclngeration provided, and the breakdown of the display case air

curtaiu t_)th caused by the reduction ill air llov,, accounted tbr tile rise in the return air

temr_'raturc.

l)cfr_sting the cval_,r;m_r alier prolonged operation removed the frost fron't tile evaporator,

decreased the |ao o_tlet statu, pressure, and chattged the temperature values back to those

stu_wn at the beginning (_f the profile in l:igure 3-1. Figures 3-3 and 3-4 respectively, show

the ¢ltect of (letr_,sl _ the case tcmperatarcs and f;m otitlct static pressure. Defro,st is indicated

in t:igure 33 by the peak. Alter the delr_,st, the ddfcrence between these two temperatures is

lnlti;tlly large, dccrcastng as the case returned t_)tile tlcsired opcra!lng conditions. The effect of

dcfr_st on the or, tier static pressure ,_t the lan _ssh_)wn in l:igure 3.4. During defrost, the

tnessure dropped as the frost was rcmm'ed and air flow through tile evaporator increased. The

_,lallc pressure then rose _ts frost acCUlll_ll;.tted on the evaporator.

"l'hesc same obse_wations were made fl}r severa_l tests which suggested that tile tx_havior of the

discharge and return air temlx'raturc,, fc,_ d_sptay case was repeatable. From this information

+twas c_mcluded that the ntcasutcment t_l the tcl_ttx'rattttc dillcrcncc between the discharge and

_cttt_n ,ttr omht be used as ;ill indicator that the display case needed to be defrosted.
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Figure 3-3. Display Case Temperature Profiles.
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Similar tests were conducted on walk-in chests. It was fotmd, however, that the operating

characteristics of the walk-in chest were significantly different than those observed in the

display case. In general, it was found that the temperature difference across the walk-in chest

evaporator decreased as the frost accumulated on the surface of the evaporator. The difference

in performance between the case and the walk-in can be attributed to the fact that the evaporator

of the display case is enclosed so that no air can by-pass it. In the walk-in, the fans were

mounted in a way that when the evaporator was blocked with frost, air passed around the

evaporator rather than through it. Since air flow throtJgh the fans remained the same, the

reduction in refrigeration as the frost accumulated causext the air temperature difference across

the evaporator to decrease.

Because the walk-in observations were significantly different from those for the display case, it

was decided that a different control algorithm was needed for walk-in chests and that more

information was needed before it could be developed for display case defrost, based on

measured temperature differences between the return and discharge of case air curtain.

Combined Temoerature and Defrost Control-

Testing was undertaken to develop a combined case temperature and defrost control algorithm

to provide simultaneous control of both the display case discharge air cumLin temperature and

to determine when defrost of the case was required. The algorithm tested was also c_pable of

controlling multiple display case circuits for both temperature and defrost.

The algorithm used the same control hardware and sensors for both case temperature and

defrost control. The temperature of the discharge of the air curtain was used for temperature

control and was combined with those taken at the case rettzrn for establishing the defrost

criteria.

Testing used both a display case and walk-in chest. The display case was equipped with

discharge and return-air temperature sensors and both temperature and defrost were controlled

based on readings taken from these sensors. For the testing, the set point used for the display

case for temperature control was 0°F. For defrost, the temperature difference set point was

14°F with minimum and maximum times between defrost of 4 and 30 hours, respectively.

The walk-in chest was equipped with a discharge-air temperature sensor that was used only for

temperature control. Defrost for the walk-in was controlled on a time basis with the test defrost

controller as the time clock. The temperature set point for the walk-in chest was 10°F. The
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time between defrosts was set at six hours so the walk-in would be defrosted four times daily.

The discharge-air temperature remained at about 2°F during the test, which was slightly higher

than the set point. The discrepancy was probably caused by a calibration difference between

the control sensor and the monitoring thermocouples. The temperature stayed at a fairly

constant level, however, indicating that the case temperature algorithm functioned properly.

During the test, the display case was defrosted four times. The value of the temperature

difference between the return and discharge air had risen to close to the set point for the defrost

controller before each defrost, indicating that the defrost control was performing as desired.

The air-static pressure measurement indicates that the static air pressure had risen before each

defrost and then dropped afterward, showing that frost had accumulated on the evaporator

prior to each defrost.

Ambient dry-bulb and dew-point temperatures were recorded during the test. The dew point

recorded can be considered high for display case operation (50 to 56°F) and that accounted for

the large number of defrosts.

The walk-in temperature was maintained (except for time periods before and during defrosts) at

approximately 12°F, which was slightly higher than the desired set point. The temperature rise

before defrost was probably due to the loss of refrigeration capacity by the evaporator due to

frost blockage.

Medium-Temoerature Testing

Testing was performed with the display case operating at medium-temperature conditions. For

this test, the case evaporator was controlled by the EPR valve and held at a value of 20°F. The

set points for the defrost controller were 5°F for the temperature difference; minimum time

between defrosts three hours; and maximum time between defrost 96 hours.

The results of the five days of tests are similar to the low-temperature tests. The case was

initially defrosted to start the test with a clean evaporator. Defrost was later initiated by the

controller after approximately two days. The corresponding temperature difference started at a

value of 4°F and rose to a value of about 5.5°F before the defrost. The static air pressure rose

after the initial defrost until the signal saturated. After the second defrost, the pressure again

dropped, indicating that frost had built up on the surface of the evaporator and had been

removed by the defrost.
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PIIASE ii: TEST RESULTS

When the instrumentation and controller were installed at the field-test store, a test plan was

formulated. The test plan addressed monitoring the display cases, establishing the correct set

points tbr the defrost controller, and establishing the energy savings achieved by using the

defrost controller. The method to establish these savings was to alternate control of the

defiosts between the demand controller and standard defrost time clock to compare the system

operating measurements and energy consumption with both methods of defrost control.

The set Ix)ints that had t.o be established through initial monitoring of the display cases were:

• The temperature difference at which defrost was initiated;

• The minimum elapsed time between defrosts which prevented a dcfn_st from

being initialed until this amoun! of time had elapsed; and

• The maximum elapsed time between defrost, which was the largest allowable

time interval beliwe the controller triggered a defrost, regardless of the measurt'xl

tempcrat ure d iffcrence.

When these set lxfints were established, tile demand contrc, llcr and defrost time clock were

alternately operated and tested.

The schedule tollowcd lor this alternate operation is shown in Table 3-!. Each test was

assigned a test number which included ;t letter suffix of eithm .... !"', t_w test operation under the

demand contn_llcr, _r "N", l'(_rnormal Olx:ration under the time clock. "l'hc type _ff dei'rosl

contn_ller used for each test, either "l)emand" or "Clock," is also indicated. 'l'he actual dates

lor each test are also shc_wn. The desired length lot each test was 14 days. The actual test

l_:ngths varied from 5 to lg days due primarily to availability of pers_mnel to perfilwm the

cha|lgcovcr between the two controllers, l'roblems developed with the demand c(mtroller

dux'ing test nu|nber 5T, which necessitated returning the defrost control to the time ck_.'k while

rep;.tirs and changes were made. This oI_rating change accounted fi_r the sh_wtened length of

tesl number 5T to 5 days and the increased length _f test number 6N t_ 19 days.
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The variable test lengths required that the test results be normalized so that each test could be

compared to others. All test results were, therefore, formulated and presented in terms of the

values seen over each test and on a per day basis.

Test Set points

The initial observations of the operation of the display cases were used to determine the four set

points for the demand controller, which were the maximum temperature difference between the

discharge and return air that initiated defrost, the minimum and maximum times between

defrosts, and the duration of defrost.

Table 3.1
Defrost Test Schedule

Test Number Control Dates # of Days
1T Demand 12/08 - 12/21/88 14
3T Demand 01/12 - 01/22/89 11
5T Demand 02/02 - 02/06/89 5
7T Demand 03/02 - 03/12/89 11
9T Demand 03/29 - 04/10/89 13

11T Demand 04/27 - 05/05/89 9
13T Demand 05/24 - 06/05/89 13
15T Demand 07/07 - f"_/25/89 19
17T Demand 08/15 - 09/04/89 21

DEMAND CONTROLLER AVERAGE

2N Clock 12/23 - 01 / 10/89 19
4N Clock 01/24 - 01/31/89 8
6N Clock 02/08 - 02/27/89 19
8N Clock 03/15 - 03/27/89 13

1ON Clock 04/12 - 04/20/89 9
12N Clock 05/09 - 05/22/89 14
14N Clock 06/07 - 07/05/89 29
16N Clock 07/28 - 08/13/89 17

The discharge and return air temperatures for each display-case circuit were used to determine

the temperature difference set point. Examining the resulting temperature difference between

these temperatures suggested appropriate parameters. The general procedure was to observe the

trend of these temperatures after a defrost period. The rate of change of these temperatures and

the resulting temperature differences with time were noted.
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The temperature difference set points chosen for each of the eight display-case circuits are

given in Table 3-2. The system number refers to the case identity used in the test store. The

multideck display case circuits, numbers 3-26 and 3-27, were given temperature difference set

points of 40 and 30°F, respectively. The variation in set points was due to a higher rate of

temperature change observed in the display case in circuit number 3-26. The temperature set

points for the door display cases, circuit numbers 3-28 through 3-31, were 15°F, while the tub-

case circuit numbers 3-26 and 3-27 were 15 and 18°F, respectively.

Table 3-2
Demand Defrost Controller Set Points

System Case Temp. Difference Min. Time Max. Time Def. l,ngth
__b/_um_!a'_L___3_:_ Set Point f0l:) _ .(.b_O Lmi_ .........

3-26 Multideck 40 8 12 26
3-27 Mulfideck 30 8 20 26
3.28 l)_x_r 15 24 168 26
3-29 l)_x_r 15 24 168 20
3--30 lXx_r 15 24 168 26
3-31 l)_×_r 15 24 168 26
3-36 Tub 15 24 168 26
3-37 Tub 18 24 168 26

The minimum elapsed time setting for each of the display case circuits is alst_given in Table

3-2. These settings wcrc chosen based on the recommended time clock settings, of the case

m_mufacturer. The multideck cases had a minimum time setting of eight hours, while the d_x_r

and tub cases had minimum settings of 24 hout.'s.

The maximum time setting for each case circuit is also shown in Table 3-2 and represents the

maximum duration allowed before a defrost was initiated regardless of the air temperature

difference. The muitideck cases had maximum time settings of 12 and 20 hours. The shorter

time setting for circuit numbe_ 3-26 was chosen due to the tendency of this case to show a

faster rate of temperature difference change between the discharge and return air, indicating a

higher rate of frost accumulation. The door and tub cases were given maximum time settings

of 168 hours (seven days) which were close to the longest duration used by the experimental

controller. One defrost per week, whether or not it is required, may be an appropriate

_pcrating p_t×'edure.

The defr_st time length, which is also shown in Table 3-2, was chosen based on the display

case manufactt, rer's recommendation. A defrost duration of 26 minutes was used for all case

types.
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Test Results, Number of Defrosts and Energy Consumption

The results of the controller and defrost time clock tests are summarized in Table 3-3, which

shows the total number of defrosts and number of defrosts per day for each test. The energy

consumption for the low temperature compressors is also given in terms of kWh/day. The

three loads shown correspond to the three main low temperature compressors which operate in

parallel, and to two satellite compressors which have separate suction returns. The designa-

tions given in Table 3-3, low temp, sat 1, and sat 2, stand for the low temperature, satellite 1,

and satellite 2 compressors, respectively. The total average daily energy consumption for these

compressors is also shown.

"Fhepreceding results are given for both the demand-control and time-clock tests. Overall

averages are given for each test group. The overall results show that the use of the demand

defr_st controller dramatically reduced the number of defrosts incurred by the low temperature

refrigeration system. During the controller tests, the number of defrosts initiated

averaged 5.2 per day, while during the time clock tests, the average number

of defrosts rose to 16 per day.

The average energy consumption recorded during the controller test was lower for the low

temperature and both satellite compressors than that measured for the time clock tests. The

average compressor energy consumption measured for the controller tests was 1,152.1

kWh/day, compared to 1,206.9 kWh/day for the time-clock tests. The energy compressor

savings achieved by the controller were 54.9 kWh/day, or 4.5%.

Estimated Performance with Electric Defrost
I

The preceding measurements were taken for a refrigeration system using hot-gas defrost. In

many instances, electric defrost would be used. An estimate of the energy savings that would

have been achieved by the defrost controller if electric defrost was employed was, therefore,

made.
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Test No. of No. of Defrosts Lt Comp Sat I Comp Sat 2 Comp Total Comp
N o. Control Dates Days Def. per Day k_,_%'_av kWh/_av kWF_'Dav kwh: Da,,'

1T Demand 12/08- 1S21i88 14 59 4.2 824.9 107.9 74.6 1007.4
3T Demand 01/12 - 01/2_'89 11 43 3.9 853.8 115.6 79.5 1048.9
5T Demand 0Z'02 - 0Z'06/89 5 15 3.0 863.9 109.8 b0.9 1034.6
7I" Demand 03/02 - 03/1 Z'89 11 44 4.0 829.3 112.9 79.2 1021.4
9T Demand 03/29 - 04/10/89 13 58 4.5 874.0 122.3 92.4 1088.7

llT Demand v,41,'_''"", 0__05/895' 9 44 4.9 928.8 127.3 97.4 1153.._'_
13T Demand 05/24 - 06:05/89 13 84 6.5 1017.3 141.6 115.6 I,/4..
15T Demand 07/07 - 07/25/89 19 118 6.2 1016.7 142.4 118.0 1277.1
17T Dem',md 08/15 - 09/04,'89 21 139 6.6 6.2 I38.3 1I4.1 1248.6

Demand Controller Average 5.2 927.3 127.2 97.5 1152.1

2N Clock 13'23- 01/10/89 19 7_34 16 928.6 121.0 92.8 1142.4
4N Clock 01/24-01/31/89 8 128 16 951.2 1i9.8 79.7 1150.7

",_ 6N Clock 02/08 - 0..¢_7,89 19 306 16 907.1 110.5 89.6 1I07.2
-- 8N Clock 03/15 - 03/27/89 13 209 16 968.5 120.5 100.5 1I89.4
-- I0N Clock 04/12 -04/20/89 9 144 16 958.4 124.0 88.5 1170.9

12N Clock 05i09 - 05/2S89 14 224 16 1014.5 134.7 108.2 1257.4
14N Clock 06/07-07/05/89 29 442 15 1010.7 144.6 124.8 1280.1
16N Clock 07/28-08,f13/89 17 272 16 1020.1 140.8 122.2 1283.1

Time Clock Average 16 973.1 129.0 104.8 1206.9

Demand Controller kWh'Day Savings 45.8 1.8 7.3 54.9
Demand Controller Percent Saving_ 4.7 1.4 7.0 4.5

Table 3-3.
Summary of Test Results

Number of Defrosts and Compressor Energy Consumption



..... : :::............................ Table 3-4 : -:_ +_---_ ...........
Estimate of the Savings Achieved with Electric Defrost

No, of No. of Defrosts Total I_:frost
Test No. Control .......... Dates ...........Days Defrosts Per Day Def kwh (kW__h/gh

IT Demand 12/08 - 12/21/88 14 59 4.2 724 51.7
3T Demand 01/12- 01/22/89 11 43 3.9 538 48.9
5T Demand 02/02- 02/06/89 5 15 3.0 194 38.8
7"1" Demand 03/02- 03/12/89 11 44 4.0 526 47.8
9'I" Demand 03/29- 04/10/89 13 58 4.5 726 58.6

1IT Demand 04/27 - 05/05/89 9 44 4.9 572 63.6
13"1" Demand 05/24 - 06/05/89 13 84 6.5 ! 123 86.4
15T Demand 07/07 - 07/25/89 19 118 6.2 1596 84.0
17"I" Demand 08/15 - 09/04/89 21 139 6,6 1821 86.7

Demand Controller Average 5._ 67,7

2N Clock 12/23 - 01/10/89 19 304 16 3477 183
4N Clock 01/24- 01/31/89 8 128 16 1464 183
6N Clock 02/08 - 02/27/89 19 306 16 3507 183
8N Clock 03/15 - 03/27/89 13 209 16 2390 183

10N Clock 04/12- 04/20/89 9 144 16 1647 183
12N Clock 05/09- 05/22/89 14 224 16 2562 183
14N Clock 06/07- 07/05/89 29 442 15 5070 175
16N Clock 07/28 - 08/13/89 17 272 16 3111 183

Time Clock Average 16

Demand Controller kWh/day Savings 115.3
Demand Controller Percent Savings 63.0

To implement electric defrost, each of the display cases would have been equipped with an

electric heater. The rating of these heaters was taken from the display case manufacturer's

literature. The energy consumption tbr electric defrost was made based on the size of the

electric heaters given in Table 2-7, the expected duration of each defrost, and the number of
defrosts indicated for each test. The results of these calculations are shown in Table 3-4. For

cach test conducted, an estimate of the energy consumption for electric defrost is given. For

the controller tests, the daily energy consumption for electric defrost was estimated at 67.7

kWh. For the time clock tests, the daily consumption was estimated at 183 kWh. Using thcst:

assumptions the demand defrost controller would save 115.3 kWh/day, or 63.0%.
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Projected Annual Savlnes

From the field test results and the estimates of electric defrost energy consumption, the savings

achieved by the defrost controller were 54.9 and 115.3 kWh/day on compressor and electric

heater energy, respectively.

These daily savings can be used to project annual savings. The annual energy savings which

could be achieved by the use of the defrost controller are 20,030 kwh in compressor

consumption and 42,085 kWh in electric heater consumption.

The value of the above savings depends on the prevailing electric rates. As an example, at

an electric rate of $O.075/kWh, the savings achieved per year by the controller

would be $1,502 for hot-gas defrost operation, and $4,658 for electric defrost

operation.

Variations in Controller Performanc{

The performance of the demand defrost controller varied signifi_.antly during the test period duc

to changcs in ambient conditions that produced a varying amount of moisture collected by the

display case evaporators that changed the number of defrosts required, and varying operating

conditions for the compressor system, seen primarily in the condensing temperature which

influenced compressor energy consumption.

The ambient testing conditions are shown in Figures 3-5 and 3-6 which are graphs of average

daily outside dry-bulb (Figure 3-5) and dew-point (Figure 3-6) temperature_,_measur,zd at the

test site. The figures show that both dry-bulb and dew-point temperatures increased during the

test as expected for the period of December to August. No ambient temperaturedatawere

collected during March (test number 8N) due to problems measuring those temperatures by the

DAS during this time.

The impact of changing ambient conditions on the number of defrosts required by the display

cases is shown in Figure 3-7. The number of defrosts initiated by the time clock predictably

remained constant at 16 per day for all clock tests. The nurrber of defrosts initiated by the

controller changed significantly from December to August. The lowest number of defrosts

initiated per day was 3.0 in February, while the highest number was 6.6, recorded in August.
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This changein the numberof daily defrostswas expected and appropriateconsidering the

increase in ambient humidity.

The changein ambient conditionsalso affected the operation of the system compressorsdue to

the change in condensing temperatureand pressure as shown in Figure 3-8. The increase in

outside dry-bulb temperature caused the condensing teml_rature '.rodpressure to increase,

which resulted in higher compressor energy constimption.

The impact of changes in the number of defrosts and the condensing pressure on compressor

energy consumption is shown in Figure 3-9. Consumption was less during operation of the

demand defrost controller than during time ckx:k operation for all months tested. The

difference in compressor energy consumption between the two modes of operation decreased

as tile average ambient dry-bulb temperature increased, which was expected as the number of

defrtJst,, per day initiated by the controller approached the time defrosts.

"i'ttc c_ttmated average daily cncrgy con.,,timption Ior electric defrost during the test is shown in

Figure 3-10. These estimates were based on the method outlined previously. The energy

consumption for electric delr_;_stremained constant for the time clock operation because the

number of defrosts remained constant. The electric energy consumption during controller

operation was low during the winter months with the lowest value being 38.8 kWh/day in

February. it rose during the summer months, the highest value being 86.7 kWh/day in August.

The increase in electric energy consumption during controller operation followed the increased

number of defrosts.

The impact of ambient conditions on electricity savings achieved by the controller is shown in

Figure 3-11, which gives the average daily savings achieved for each month of testing. The

savings for both compressor operation (hot-gas defrost) and compressors and electric heaters

(electric defrost) are presented. The savings recorded from December 1988 throug!l May 1989

were significantly greater than those in June and July 1989. This decrease in savings occurred

as the number of defrosts initiated by the controller approached the number of timed defrosts.

PIIASE III: DEFERRED DEFROST AL(;()RITIIM, I)SM

The purpose of the deferred defrost algorithm within the defrost controller is to provide a

means to limit the number of defrosts that could occur during periods of peak power demand
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for the supermarket, I)SM. With a demand defrost c_mtroller, defr(_st is un,,chcdul_,_l,

depending on the criteria for defrost. It is _ssible that one or more defr(_shcould bc i,_Tt_,_t_i

during a peak i_wer demand perk_l, which would cause an increase in the bill_d_lc_lcm;_l,,; ,I

the store. The size of this increase depends on the ty_ of dcfrnst. For l._t ga_,dci,,,..t, ii,c

l_)wcr increase would be from i to 5 kW. as a result of the itddcd t'cm_prcs,._rp_wc_ w..,.*_i,! _,

return tl_c di,.play case t,_lem_rature afteradefrost. For electric dcltc=st, dn =nttea.,=, ,t ,=,_.

much as 1()kW is l_s_,ibl¢. In utility service territories where dcm,md t)111,_ w;,tc,..tr_ i, i,

these increases in demand could negate much oi the energy savings pt,_tu_cd h) the _.,_",_i _

demand defrost controller.

Another benefit from the use ,_f the deferred defrost algorithm is thai SUl.:rznarkct _,i_cr,tt, __

prefernot to defrost display cases during high-shopping peri(wls. "ltle higher _::_: tcm W, ,_:

and fi_g that fl_nns during defrost makes pr_lucts less attractive, l)etn,st 1ili1¢_.Iti,_k,, :_i_.. ,I

arranged s_ thai m_re defrosting _'cur_ during off hour. t'se of the dc!c_rcd _tcl_,,,t

algorithm c_mld help alleviate this problem when a demand dcfn_st c_,nl=_,llc__s u_,t,l

'l'hc existing test c(mtn,ller was provided with a control alg_rithm gi,,._ng _t the C,_l,ab,t_l?,

disabling defrosts during a predetermined time pcrievd. Display cases illdit:,|lil|b'_ it_c ,'II,.CLIi_I

dcln, ,. were placed in it queue and were later defrosted when the time pcri_,.l c_,t,_cd t, ,_ II c

initial testing, the time peri(_d bl(x.ked _flTfrom dcfn_st was 8 a.m. t_ 8 pm

Initial test results suggested several changes to the algorithm The time t_ri_t when dcl_, ,._,,.

were allowed wa_ t_ long, extending into the peak 8 a.m. to midnight 13cr._. Sh_c_,,_._ _

time |(_r defrost did create one significant problem, which was thal the multideck d_,,pl,t? _._,_

often required several defrosts per day. Delaying these defrosts could _ause OF,C_at_;n,l

pn_blems compared to the door and tub canes which defn_st, at m_,,,t, on_.¢ per t|a) i|l,(t _ ;_ i,-,

schcd_led for defrost at any time. A possible soluti_,n is to provide a s¢c_,_d t_n_c 0aml t_,,

critical cases, such its the multidecks. This second band would all_w dcl'n_st during a t,,,,_t,

time period fi_r critical canes or walk-_ns. A possible sccond band is trom 10 pro. t_ lt),_.,_

wt_ich adds four hours to the allowable defrost period fl_r critical ca_c_,. It v_,t,, 1,,,_.(_ _i_,_

walk-in chests should have a higher priority than displ_:y case,,, since they rcq_ire l_e_t_:_!

dctn_sts. The defrost of the walk-in chests should be given first placement =_th, q_tc_c ,_ J_

time, regardless ot" the order that the defrosts were requested.
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Figure 3.5. Average Daily Outside Dry.Bulb Temperature.

Figure 3-6. Average Daily Outside Dew.Point Temperature.
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Figure 3-11. Daily Energy Savings During Testing.
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Initial testing also showed that defrosting within the allowable time period must be stretched

out for the longest possible time. If defrosts are initiated as soon as possible, all defrosts

scheduled occur during the early portion of the allowable time period. This can result in many

of the display cases and walk-ins being at high temperature and requiring a long and sustained

pulldown. It is possible that this condition could cause a larger power demand by the

refrigeration compressors. Defrosting should be scheduled to one circuit every 60 to 90

minutes, which will allow the refrigeration system to return to operating temperature without

requiring excess power.

Store power demand was examined in detail during the initial testing to determine the best time

periods to initiate defrost. Figure 3-12 shows the power profile for the store from September 8

through September 17, 1990. The pattern was fairly consistent for all days in this time period.

The slore power tended to be at two distinct levels each day. The higher level occurred from 9

a.m. to approximately 11 p.m. At night, between the hours of 11 p.m. to approximately 8

a.m., the power level of the store dropped by about 60 to 80 kW. This low power period

was targeted as the time used primarily for defrosts.
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Figure 3-13. Relation Between Peak Power Demand and
Average Daily Outdoor Dry Bulb Temperature.

An analysis of store power demand was also carried out using data collected during previous

tests. The store peak demand was compared to the average daily outside dry-bulb temperature.

There was a strong relationship between these two quantities as shown in Figure 3-13. The

store peak demand rose as the outside temperature increased. A curve fit of the data, also

shown in Figure 3-13, suggested that the relation was second order and that the power level

tends to flatten at ambient temperatures less than 40°F. This relation between power demand

and ambient temperature suggests that HVAC, particularly air conditioning, has a strong impact

on store peak demand. The rise in power associated with the operation of the refrigeration also

contributes to this phenomenon.

Table 3-5 gives the results of the tests performed with the defrost controller modified for the

defe_Teddefrost algorithm. The test data were collected using the same procedure used

previously. The low-temperature refrigeration system was operated alternately with the defrost

controller and the standard time clock. Each test was conducted for approximately a two-week

period.

The defrost controller significantly reduced the number of defrosts incurred for the low-

temperature display cases, 4.1 per day with the controller versus 16 per day with the time

clock. A comparison of compressor energy consumption shows that the use of the demand
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Test No. of No. of Total Def kWh Lt Comp Sat 1 Comp Sat 2 Comp Total Comp
No. Control Dates Da'sLs_.__Def DefkWh _ kWh/Day kWh/Day k'_q_'Oay kWh/Day

1 LT Demand 09/06 - 09/17/90 15 50 691 46. I 723.1 104.8 109.7 937.6
3 LT Demand 10/11 - 10/17/90 7 37 517 73.9 747.5 103.8 104.3 955.6
5 LT Demand 10/25 - 11/06/90 7 31 421 60.1 764.3 94.2 98.9 957.4
7 LT Demand 12/01 - 12/19/90 14 63 838 59.9 745.4 90.1 93.5 929.0

11 LT Demand 02/01 - 02/13/91 13 48 592 45.5 661.3 76.9 76.1 814.3

Demand Controller Average 4.1 54.6 722.5 93.2 95.8 911.6

ILNA Clock 08/21 - 09/04/90 14 262 3104 221.7 765.3 121.6 128.4 1015.3
2 LN Clock 09/19 - 10/03/90 15 264 3132 298.8 711.7 105.3 109.3 926.3
4 LN Clock 10/19 - 10/23/90 5 81 1074 214.8 786.9 102.2 108.0 997.1
6 LN Clock 11/08 - 11/14/90 7 126 1491 213.0 746.9 95.7 100.1 942.7
8 LN Clock 12/21 - 01/09_/91 13 234 2769 213.0 896.4 91.0 89.3 1076.7

10 LNA Clock 01/11 - 01/21/91 11 194 2307 209.7 742.6 93.5 90.8 926.9
10LNB Clock 01/22- 01/30/91 7 133 1568 224.0 695.4 81.6 83.6 860.6

I

Time Clock Average 18.0 214.5 767.3 100.6 103.1 971.0

Demand Controller kWh/Day Savings 159.9 44.7 7.4 7.3 59.4
Demand Controller Percent Savings 74.5 5.8 7.4 7.0 6.1

$ $ $

Proiect Annual Savings kWh ($.050/kWh) ($,075/kWh) ($, 1001kWh)
- Hot Gas defrost - 21,690.0 1084.5 1626.7 2169.0

Electric defrost 80,049.4 4002.5 6003.7 8004.9

Table 3-5.
Results for Demand Defrost Controller Tests

Low Temperature Refrigeration with Deferred Defrost Algorithm



dclrost controller reduced compressor energy by 59.4 kWh/day, which represents a savings of

6.1%. Estimated savings if electric defrost were employed were 159.9 kWh/day, or 74.5'_;_:_f

the electric defrost consumption. An annual projection of savings based on these results

suggests that 21,690 kWh would be saved if hot gas defrost was used and 80,049 kWh would

be saved with electric defrost. At $0,075/kWh, this corresponds to an annual savings of

$1,626 and $6,003 respectively.

An analysis of the data was then undertaken to determine the demand savings achieved by the

defrost controller with the deferred defrost algorithm. The relationship between the electric

demand of the Io_,,temperature compressors and the average daily outdoor ambient dry bulb

temperature was established. Two demand values were considered: file peak demand of the

rack and the power demand of the rack coincident with the peak demand of the store. The

relation between demand and ambient temperature was considered separately for the controller
and time clock test results.

Figure 3-14 compares the coincident demands of the compressor rack for demand defrost and

time clock operation. The comparison shows a store peak demand savings when the defrost

control is used. The value of these savings decreases as the average daily ambient temperature

increases. No savings were seen at a daily ambient temperature of 70°F. Savings were

greatest at a temperature of 30°F at a value of 2.4 kW. Figure 3-15 shows the difference in

rack peak demand between controller and time clock operation. Savings over the entire

ambient temperature range vary from 5.6 kW at 30°F to 3.6 kW at 70°F.

Credit can also be taken for added demand savings if electric defrost were employed rather than

hot-gas defrost. Table 2-7 lists the heater sizes that would be employed with these cases and

suggests that the savings would range from 10.8 to 16.2 kW, depending on which case type

was defrosted.
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MEDIUM-TEMPERATURE REFRIGERATION DEFROST CONTROl,

A test defrost controller was also installed on the medium-temperature refrigeration system.

The test controller was employed to defrost all display cases associated with this system.

Alternate testing between the controller and a standard time clock was performed in a similar

fashion as was done with the low-temperature refrigeration. Test durations were

approximately two weeks.

The test results for the medium temperature refrigeration are shown in Table 3-6. The table is

arranged in the same manner as the results for the low-temperature refrigeration. The defrost

controller significantly reduced the number of defrosts required. The average number of

defrosts occurring daily with the controller was 11.6, while 25.6 defrosts _curred daily with

the time clock opet :,tion. The impact of this reduction was not as great as with low-temperature

refrigeration. The _eduction in compressor energy consumption was 6.6 kWh/day, or 1.7% ol

total _'ompressor energy consumption. An estimate of savings for electric defrost otx'ratio_

was also made based on the defrost heaters hsted for the medium-temperature display cases in

"Fable2-8. The use of the demand defrost controller would produce a savings of 11.2

kWh/day, or 53.8% of the total electric consumption for electric defrost.

ql_e projected annual savings for demand defrost control with medium-temperature

refrigeration are 2,412 kWh for combined hot-gas and off-cycle defrost, and 6,502 kWh for

electric and off-cycle defrost. These savings are considerably less than those for low-

temperature refrigeration operation, despite the fact that the demand controller reduced the

number of defrosts incurred by approximately 54%. The results suggest that the fact that off-

cycle defrost is employed for many of the display cases influences the amount of energy

consumed by defrosts. It is likely that the amount of added compressor energy needed to

return the display case to temperature is less when off-cycle defrost is employed. Off-cycle

defrost is not used when the off-time would be too long resulting in an unacceptable rise in the

stored product temperature, which occurs in the refrigeration of fresh meats and frozen fo¢cds

when either hot-gas or electric defrost is used. The savings for electric defrost is diminished

by the number of display cases using off-cycle defrost.
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Test No. of No of Total Defk_A.'h Mt Comp Sat 1 Comp Sa.' 2 Comp Total Comp
No. Control D"ates Days Def Def k_qa per l)a,,, kWbJDav kWb.'Day kWtt;Day k_q3,a_
7 MT Demand 12/05 - 12J19/90 !5 256 21 I. 1 14.1 294.5 7 i .3 24. i 389.9
9 MT _and 01/04 - 01/09/9! 6 92 75.9 12.6 322.8 71.3 27.0 421.1

13MTA Demand 0Z_01 - 02/07/91 7 89 73.4 10.5 282.6 64.3 2a.! 371.0
13 MBA Demand 09'08 - 02,t13/91 6 82 67.6 1t.3 271.1 61.7 23 7 356.5
15MTA Demand 02J22-03/07/9I 14 119 98.1 7.0 276 1 7i.3 30.3 377.7
!5 MTB Demand 03/08 - 03/269i 17 140 115.5 6.8 267.2 66.1 28.3 361.6
i7 MT Demand 04/0-1 - 04/12/91 9 103 84.9 9.4 317.0 76.0 45.7 438.7
17 MTA l:_anand 04/18 - 04/21/91 4 36 29.7 7.4 272.0 70.7 44.3 387.0
19 MT Demand 05/08 - 05/13/91 6 59 48.7 8.1 310.0 80.2 51 3 441.5
21 MT Demand 05/24 - 05/30/9I 6 72 59.4 9.9 361.0 - 0 - 76.3 437.3

Demand Controller Average 11.6 0.0 9.6 292.6 65.4 34.4 392.4

6 MN Clock 11/13- 1_03/90 21 469 386.8 18.4 281.1 76.7 30.5 388.3
8 MN Clock I2/2i - 01/02/91 13 377 310.9 23.9 319.7 76.7 27.2 423.9

10 MN Clock 01/11 - 01/!5791 5 139 114.6 22.9 270.4 70.8 23.6 364.8
14 MN Clc_ck 02/15 - 0Z.'20.'91 6 156 128.6 21.4 26(_.4 70.5 26.8 357.7

_._ 16 MN Clock 04102 - 04/0319 i .: 52 42.9 21.4 259.3 60.q 28." 348.4
..a 18 MN Clock 04/23 - 05/06/9 i i I 286 235.9 21.4 294.6 79.9 27.2 401.7

20MN Clock 05/1(;- 05t2_91 7 161 t32.8 19.0 371.0 50.7 33.2 454.9

Time Clock Average 25.2 20.8 297.4 72.9 28.7 399.0

Demand Controller kVvq_ZDaySavings 11.2 4.8 7.5 -5.7 6.6
Demand ControUer Percent Savings 53.8 !. 6 1,9.3 - 19.8 1.7

$ $ $

Project Ann0ai Savin_s kWh ($.05O'kWb, '_.0-53:VCh_ _$.!(_))W_,_.....
_. . 9 "_ -,Hot Ga:; & off-time defrost 2419 3 120 6 180 .... 41

Electric & oft-time defrost. 6501.8 325 1 487.6 65(i

Table 3-6.
Result_,: for Demand l)efro_ (:,,,niro!,e." !est:q

_iedium Temperature Rt.fci_:ra!i_,r_



('()_IMER(_IAI, PI{()T()TYPF ('()N'IR()I I,ER TESI'IN(;

A commercial ptototYl_ version of the defrost controller was al,_{_in'_talled and tested at the

i]cld LeSt site. The controller was provided by l lussm_mn C_rpc,;ation and c_nsisled of one of

lhclr geueral purpose c_mtr_ls used for contr_,l of _,mpres,,_,r ra_:k,, The ¢ontn,ller wa_

r_tnogrammed to u_,e the demand detrosl algorilhln and was iw_tet,ralcd with a te_t ¢_mtroller on-

_t¢ such that the test controller handled the inptlt/_,utl_ut luncti_Jt_,, t,f mc,isuring temperature

,_1(1initiating and te_lnating defrosts+ The ¢_lnmcttt,ti pr(,t_,t>l'_eco;am dler iw_tcrpreted the

_nput measurements and used the ¢_mtr_l 1_,gic t_ dctt:r_nc _hc_ dcln_,,t was required. "i'hi,_

:_vra_!,cmcnt was used because the ! lussm:m_ _._,rll_,_ller did _ ,t t_avc adcqttat¢ I'() capability

1_,r tl_i,, al',l_licati_m. Nl_i_iifying the c_,_lr_,l lc_ l_,r N_(,re I/() v, _,t_1_ttl_t,,c rcquircd _n_,re work

than wa.s dee_ned warranted l_r an evalt_,ttio_ _,f the c_,_tr(_l alg<,rithm+ I_le.trrati(m of the

c_,_tr_llers was seen as a reasonable c(_ml'_romise l(,r test purp_,,cs.

*l;t_ctesting of the prototype contr_ller was d(,ne in ecrujunction with the I_)w- tem_rature

refrigeration. The test procedure consisted ¢_falternating between the pr¢_totype controller and

the time clock on a two-week basis.

Table 3-7 shows the results of these tests. The prototype controller reduced the number of

defrosts from 18.2 to 11.1 per day. The compressor energy sav_ngs due to this reduction were

19.0 kWh/day, or 1.8% of total compress, or energy c¢_nsumpti_n, l:_r electric defrost

operation, the estimated savings were 74.3 kWh/day, which is 34.6% _f electric defrost

r_,nsumption. The annual projected savings were 6,944 kWh R_r h_t_gas defrost and 34,054

kWh for electric del?ost.

q*hc savings obtained by the prototy_ c_nt_,,llt.'_ wcrc not as great as those with the test unit

because the control settings used with the prt_tOtyl_Cc(_nlr_llc_ were m_re conservative,

particularly in terms of maxtmum time ali_wed _tween defrosts. Also, the prototype

controller used a different approach to averaging the temlx:rature values which caused the

temperature difference to exceed the set point t_orc frequently than the mcth(x_t used with the

Lestcontroller.

The test results showed that the itussmann c,mtrollcr could be adapted to the defrost algorithm,

which was the goal of the tests. Further ti_e tunir_g and refinement of the I lussmann

adaptation of the algorithm would increase elcct_it _energy savings.
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Def. Total

Test No. of No. of Per Def DefkWh Lt Comp Sat. 1 Comp Sat. 2 Comp Total Comp
No. Control Dates Days Def. Day kWh per Day k'_%Tla_/ kWNDa.v k'_,%'l:)a)r kWNDa¥
14 LT Test 07,'16 - 07/25,'91 8 93 11.6 1130 141.3 955.6 116.1 120.8 1192.5
16 LT Test 08/14 - 08/27/91 11 130 11.8 1590 144.5 912.0 108.7 115.2 1135.9
18 LT lest 09/10 - 09/22/91 12 137 11.4 1681 140.1 893.6 96.1 103.2 1092.9
18 LTB Test 09.'25 - 09/29/91 5 44 8.8 769 153.8 813.9 87.9 95.1 996.9
20 LT Test 10/17 - 11/05,<)1 13 138 10.6 1707 131_3 637.2 90.6 95.6 823.4

Demand Controller Average 11.1 140.3 831.7 99.9 105.9 1037.5

1198.4
15 LN Clock 07_.0 - 08/11/91 10 180 18.0 2130 213.0 965.0 115.9 117.5
17 LN Clock 08t29-09/08/91 11 200 18.2 2370 215.5 931.6 107.0 115.0 1153.6
19LN Clock 10/01 - 10/15/91 14 253 18.1 2993 213.8 803.5 95.6 105.4 1_.5
21 LN Clock 11/08- 11/26/91 18 330 18.3 3882 215.7 767.9 90.4 100.6 958.9

Time Clock Average 18.2 214.6 848.5 100.0 108.0 1056.5
J

,o Demand C.:ntroller kWk_Day Savings 74.3 16.8 0.1 2.1 19.0
Demand Controller Percent Savings 34.6 2.0 0.1 2.0 1.8

$ $ $
Project Annual Savings kWh {_;.050&Wh_ tS.075&Wh) _$.1_ k_'_-n_

+Hot Gas defrost 6944.1 347.2 520.8 694.4
Electric defrost 34,054.8 1702.7 2554.1 3405.5

Table 3-7.
Results for Demand Defrost Controller Tests

Hussmann Prototype Controller



Section 4

('()NCI,USI()NS

OVERVIEW

This project was initiated because defrosts schedul_ by a time ck_:k _weurtc_ frequently

during most of the year and waste energy. A demand defrost control system was developed

that compared to a time clock, saved energy and reduced demand, while maintaining better

quality of refrigerated fi_:l.

A temperature difference technique using urunning average of temperature dat_ reliably

determined the need for defrosts. To limit risk, the technique was incorlx)ratcd into an

algorithm that included a tninimum time between defrosts aswell as a maximum time between

defrosts, which provided conventional boundaries for normal oneratkm. A queuing technique

was incorlx_rated that allowed safe operation o| the compressor racks with both defrost limiting

and demand management during programmable, high electric demand period,, of the day.

A feature of the demand defrost controller which is not readily quantiliable is the improvement

of the quality of food products that are subjected to fewer defrost cycles, a benefit su_rmarkct

managers understand.

The project showed dollar paybacks on the order of a year using energy savings alone on low-

temperature racks. The economics become complex when ty_ of defrost, demand charges and

time of day rates are included. The result of the project is a system that can provide significant

economic benefits thnmgh use of the controller and significant electric energy and demand

savings.

PIIASE I

Phase I results showed the feasibility of the demand defrost control hardware and control

scheme. 'l'hat succes.s !_ naturally to field testing the system in a real-world environment.

The tests reported here show success in determining the need for defrost and scheduling

defrost timing.
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l).t'mg Phase I a control algorithm was developed t,, determine frost bkx'kage and to initiate

dclt'osts for refrigerated display cases. The Control algorithm initiates defrosts based on the

temt_rature difference between the return and discharge of the air curtain used to coo! the i
i

display case. The temperature difference increased as frost accumulated on the display case

evatx)rator. By comparing the temperature difference to a predetermined set point, defrost for

the display case could be initiated when the difference exceeded the set point value.

This basic concept had previously been tried by others and been found unsuccessful because

the temperature difference was influenced by other asl_cts of case operation, such as stocking

or cleaning. In those instances, the controller using temperature difference only could initiate

umlecessary defrosts. To avoid this, certain logic was included within the control algorithm

that consisted of:

• Multiple temperature difference measurements for defrost initiation The

temperature difference must be above the set point for multiple successive

readings before defrost is initiated; and

• Minimum time between defrosts. A predetermined time interval between

defrosts must be exceeded before a defrost can be initiated, regardless of the

value of the temperature difference measurement.

To insure against such problems as sensor failure, and to reduce control and sensor

maintenance, a maximum time between defrosts value is also used in the algorithm. If the time

between defrosts exceeds this maximum value, defrost is initiated.

The preceding control algorithm was programmed into a test controller and tested in the

laboratory with the following conclusions:

• The control algorithm initiated defrosts using measured temperature difference

between the return and discharge of the display case air curtain;

• When defrosts were initiated, measurements of air static pressure at the case fan

outlet indicated that the evaporator was clogged with frost, indicating that defrost

was needed;
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• The controller resl_mdedto changesinambienthumidity. Thenumberof

defrostsinitiatedincreaseddu"ingperiodsof highhumiditycomparedto the

numberof defrostsperformedduringperiodsof low humidity;and

• The defrost controller was successfully used when the case air curtain

temperature was controlled by the use of a thermostat and liquid line solenoid

valve The defrost controller properly initiated defrosts with no apparent conflict
between the two controllers.

"l]_epreceding test results were achieved with the display case operating at frozen food

tem_raturcs+ A series of tests were also conducted at a medium temperature with an

eval'_rator temperature of 20°F. The controller operated properly, but defrosts were initiated

u:,ing the programmed maximum time between defrosts. "l"heslow rate of frost accumulation

resulted in a small rise in tem_rature difference in the air curtain. The display case used was

designed to operate as a frozen fo_x:lcase, which meant that for these tests, operation was at an

oil-design condition. It is felt that with an appropriate medium-temperature display case the

design operating temperature difference would be much larger arid the defrost controller would

operate properly.

A second control algorithm was also tested that combined the defrost control with a simple case

temperature control scheme in which the controller used the discharge air curtain temperature

measurement as the basis to control the liquid line solenoid. This combined temperature and

dcfro,,,tcontroller was successfully tested, demonstrating an appropriate controller with

multiple functions.

l:inally, the preceding combined control algorithm was configured so that a single controller

could implement temperature control and initiate defrosts in multiple display cases

simultaneously. This algorithm was also successfully tested in the laboratory.

Attempts were made in the laboratory to quantify the possible demand and electric energy

savings that could be achieved through using the demand defrost controller. These attempts

were unsuccessful, primarily due to the nature of the laboratory test rig used for the tests.

Meaningful measurements of this type can only be made during a field test of the controller at an

operating supermarket.
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Attempts were made to use the defrost control algorithm for the refrigerated walk-in chest in the

laboratory. It was found, however, that the temperatures of the air curtain for the walk-in chest

behaved differently than those observed for the display case, as frost accumulated on the

evaporator. In general, the temperature difference for the walk-in evaporator became smaller as

the evaporator clogged with frost, which is the opposite of the behavior observed for the

display case. Further testing is required before an appropriate defrost control algorithm can be

developed for walk-in chests.

PHASE II

The Phase II results of the defrost tests showed that significant electric energy savings could be

achieved through using the demand defrost controller. For hot-gas defrost, the controller

reduced compressor energy consumption associated with the recooling or pulldown of the

display case temperatures after defrost. For electric defrost, much greater savings co dd be

achieved because these devices consume more power.

The estimated annual savings calculated from the test results of one rack of eight controlled

circuits were 20,030 and 62,115 kWh for hot gas and electric defrost, respectively. At an

electric rate of $0.075, the value of these annual savings is $1,502 for hot gas defrost and

$4,658 for electric defrost. An initial controller-installed cost of $3,004 to $9,316 could,

therefore, be justified, assuming a simple payback criterion of two years.

Through Phase II, the controller had been applied only to low-temperature refrigeration

systems. Significantly more savings could be achieved using the controller on a store-wide

basis. Medium-temperature display cases are open, multideck types, used to display meat and

dairy products. The potential for frost buildup is large and electric and hot gas defrost are often

applied. The requirement for testing the demand defrost controller with the medium

temperature refrigeration at the test store was, therefore, appropriate.

The controller could also be expanded to act as an electric peak-shaving device. Defrosting

during the peak period should definitely be avoided, particularly when electric defrost is

employed. The simple demand defrost controller could trigger defrosts during periods of high

demand. The control algorithm needed to include expected peak demand periods during which

defrosts should not be initiated. The controller would then need to schedule these defrosts at

off-peak. Initiation of defrosts during non-peak periods must also be controlled to avoid

creating an electric demand peak. A queuing scheme would also be required that would limit
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the rate at which defrosts are initiated and effectively spread the defrosts over a longer time

period. Development and testing of this peak demand control algorithm led to Phase III.

PHASE III

The testing conducted during Phase Ill addressed three different aspects of the demand defrost
control:

• Development of a deferred defrost algorithm to help r-,.xtuceelectric power

demand;

• Testing the demand defrost control with medium temperature refrigeration; and

• Test and evaluation of a manufacturer's commercial prototype version of the

demand defrost controller.

The deferred defrost algorithm prevented defrost from being initiated during potential peak

demand periods. Calls for defrost were stored in a queue and were later scheduled during non-

peak periods. Test results showed that coincident compressor demand savings ranged from

0 to 2.2 kW, depending on outside ambient temperature. For electric defrost, demand

reduction would be from 11 to 165 kW for this particular site, depending on how many display

cases were included. Peak demand of the compressor rack, was shown to be less when the

deferred defrost algorithm was used. The reduction ranged from 4 to 6 kW. Test results also

showed that energy savings were not decreased when the controller employed the deferred

def:osL algorithm. Annual savings were estimated at 21,690 kWh and 80,049 kwh for hot-gas

and electric defrost, respectively. These savings were slightly greater than those recorded

earlier in Phase II testing.

The use of the demand defi'ost controller with medium-temperature refrigeration produced a

54% reduction in the number of defrosts incurred. The electric energy savings were not as

significant, however, as those seen with low-temperature refrigeration possibly because many

of the medium-temperature display cases used off-cycle defrost, rather than hot gas or electric.

The resulting compressor energy consumption for system pulldown was less in this situation.

The size of the electric heaters associated with medium-temperature cases was smaller than

heaters used with low-temperature cases, also reducing the potential energy savings. The test
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_,,;_,ultssuggest that the use of demand defrost with medium-temperature refrigeration may not

t,c ¢:ost-effective.

"!_cstingthe manufacturer's prototype controller showed that the control algorithm can be

adapted to commercially available control hardware and that the resulting controller could

reduce the number of defrosts. Energy savings were obtained by this controller, but these

_vings were less than when the test controller was used. This reduction in savings can be

attributed to the version of the control algorithm used in the commercial prototype controller.

Possible further development for the controller is to incorporate other display case control

features. The temperature measurements now used could be used as the basis of a refrigeration

control in which refrigerant to the case would be turned on or off depending on air temperature.

l'ltc temperature measurements could also be used in an algorithm to adjust the refrigeration

suction pressure, which would allow the compressors to operate at a higher suction pressure

when less refrigeration is required. The controller could also be adapted to control the case

expansion valves based on air temperature and possibly evaporator outlet temperatures.
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